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Preface 
 
I have prepared this brief history of Australia21 for my own satisfaction. Working for the organisation has 
been my principal post retirement activity for 14 years and a source of immense stimulation and interest.  It 
has also opened up exciting new territories for me and I have made scores of new friends. I have particularly 
valued my association with fellow board members and the A21 “family” as well as the opportunity to range 
widely across new intellectual domains. 
 
I hope others may find this one-eyed view of what Australia21 has done in the past 14 years to be of some 
interest. As you will quickly see, the organisation has not yet realised its potential, nor has it yet been able to 
emulate its forebear, the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research.  
 
Going back through the boxes of papers that I have accumulated in the past 14 years has been both 
enjoyable, challenging and at times confronting. We have often not been able to follow through on the good 
things that have happened and the .useful new frameworks for understanding that we have helped to create. 
Part of the difficulty has s been that we have never been able to find a source of untied funding despite 
Herculean efforts by several of us to find a secure source of $2-3 million annually, which I think the 
organization needs and which our sister body in Canada has had for much of its 35 year life. 
 
Much of what we concluded in our first roundtable 14 years ago is still true today. Put bluntly, we seem to 
have made virtually no progress as a nation on implementing the concept of sustainability with which we 
began the enterprise in 2001.  
 
We set out back then to provide Australians with new frameworks for understanding “wicked problems”: And 
I'm inclined to think that we provided such frameworks in a number of fields but they have only marginally 
impinged on national policy action 
 
Which raises the question what can we do differently to help move Australia in a more sustainable direction? 
 
Time is running out for the world community if we are to avoid a climate calamity for our children and 
grandchildren. Developing new frameworks for understanding is only one part of the challenge for groups like 
ours.  
 
We must surely contemplate new strategies if we are not making adequate impact with the old ones. 
 
Bob Douglas  
January 2015 
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 Origins: The Health Inequalities Research Collaboration (HIRC) 
 
In September 1998, the Commonwealth Health Department invited The National Centre for Epidemiology and 
Population Health at the ANU (of which I was then the Director), to act as the facilitator for a national 
collaborative approach to the study of inequalities in health.  Dr Jane Dixon, a sociologist, joined us from 
Melbourne to coordinate this collaboration. So did Richard Eckersley, whose work on the wellbeing of young 
people for the Commission for the Future. 10 years earlier had caused something of a national stir. Richard 
came from a journalistic background and at the time was working as a strategic planner in CSIRO.  
 
Jane and Richard coordinated a national symposium on the topic “The Social Origins of Health and 
Wellbeing”, which brought together multidisciplinary researchers from Australia and New Zealand to help to 
better understand the factors which lead to unequal health outcomes in parallel with socio-economic status. 
Jane combined her strong research background with brilliant networking and entrepreneurial skills to build a 
national network that placed the Social Determinants of Health squarely on the national research agenda. 
 
A group from the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research were leading the world on this topic. We invited 
Fraser Mustard the Founder of that Institute to help us to generate momentum in this field.   Not only did he 
succeed in stimulating the team at NCEPH on the topic of work, families and health; Mustard also inspired 
Jane, Richard and me to start planning for what was to become my major post retirement activity; the 
development of Australia21. 

Formation of the company 
 
In an article published in the Medical Journal of Australia in June 2000, Jane, Richard and I argued the need 
for a new kind of institution that could tackle big issues fearlessly. Fraser Mustard had emphasised that major 
breakthroughs in understanding of intractable problems tend to occur not within the heart of academic 
disciplines, but at the edges of them where they intersect with other disciplinary perspectives.  That was the 
secret of the successes of the Canadian Institute and we formed the view that a new approach to research 
that could promote interactions across disciplines on big problems, was lacking in Australia. 
 
“Disparities in health across the socioeconomic spectrum are now recognised worldwide and demand policy 
action. Pathways from social disadvantage to health outcomes are poorly understood, and reducing social 
disadvantage poses crosscutting political, moral and methodological issues. The Health Inequalities 
Research Collaboration, an initiative of the Commonwealth Department of Health and Aged Care, is 
establishing a research and development process to support departmental efforts to reduce health 
inequalities. The collaboration is building research networks in child development, community resources and 
primary healthcare. Policy action needs to extend beyond the health portfolio and the role of government. 
Broad strategies are required, as is research to fearlessly evaluate the health effects of government policy, 
economic activity and cultural change. The Canadian Institute for Advanced Research is a model for national 
research of the kind needed in Australia”. 
 
In the months before my retirement I discussed the idea suggested by Mustard with Prof. Fiona Stanley from 
Perth and with Paul Barratt a former senior public servant with whom I had worked on an unsuccessful bid for 
a Cooperative Research Centre on Food Safety.  Fiona, Paul Jane, Richard, Michael Ward, (a friend of 
Jane’s who had held senior positions in the Health department in New South Wales and in the Australian 
Republican Movement, and was now working as a CEO of an ecological consultancy group), and I met and 
decided that we would explore the feasibility of establishing something similar to the Canadian Institute for 
Advanced Research in Australia. 
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We agreed that a number of major national problems were falling between the cracks of institutions and 
disciplines. Particularly, we were concerned about ecological sustainability, the effects of massive global 
population growth and the deterioration in indicators of well-being among young people.  
 
We wondered what we might call the new body.  I discussed it with my colleagues at the Centre and the 
suggestion came from Beverly Sibthorpe, whose husband  had suggested to her that it might be called 
Australia21 to emphasize the fact that we would be tackling questions pertinent to Australia’s future and 
especially, issues emerging in the 21st century. 
 
After a couple of preliminary meetings, the six of us agreed to form a company limited by guarantee. A 
constitution was drawn up with the six of us as founding members and directors. We also agreed that before 
embarking on any programmatic activity we should better understand the operation of the Canadian Institute.. 
 
In May 2001, my wife and I visited Canada to find out more about the Canadian Institute for Advanced 
Research (CIFAR). Fraser Mustard, its retired Founding President and by now, head of its National Founders 
Network, arranged a schedule for me to meet with 31 key informants in 7 Canadian cities about the history, 
operation and accomplishments of this remarkable “Institution without walls” 
 
I concluded from these discussions that the CIFAR offered unique features that were both pertinent and 
transferable to the Australian setting, and that with modification, could provide an appropriate template for 
development of Australia21.  I said in my report to my colleagues on the board that I felt that that Australia21 
could thereby: 
 
• Strengthen Australian research and development capacity in areas of strategic importance to Australian 

life in the twenty first century 
• Enhance Australia’s competitiveness in a globalized world through improved frameworks of national 

understanding. 
• Build networks across the Australian private, public and research sectors, that could enhance trans-

disciplinary and inter-institutional research collaboration, promote community ownership of the research 
effort, and translate  scientific research findings into policy and /or national advantage. 

 
I proposed to the board a series of incremental steps suggested by my Canadian informants, arising from 
their 20 year experience of building a highly successful operational model that has transformed research 
capacity in that country, and in some cases, around the world in a number of strategic areas of endeavour.   
 
My colleagues supported my recommendations and agreed that finding a way of funding the new body was 
going to be the major challenge. What we were developing would aim to add value to the existing Australian 
R and D infrastructure in universities, CSIRO, Cooperative Research Centres and a range of industrial 
research groups, think tanks and private foundations.  Why would we bother fighting for scarce dollars with all 
these bodies?  Because, we agreed, the same need as had prompted the formation of the CIFAR, also 
existed in Australia: - a need for bold, imaginative thinking about the future that was unconstrained by 
institutional or disciplinary boundaries and could expand frameworks for understanding of big and “wicked 
problems”. 
 
Michael Ward early suggested that we should consult with Dr Glyn Davis who was then the Director General 
of the Premier’s Department in the Queensland government and was shortly to move to become Vice-
Chancellor of the Griffith University. Michael and I visited Glyn in Queensland and he agreed to host our first 
roundtable exploration of Sustainable Development. Glyn liked what he heard of our intentions and indicated 
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his belief that there was a niche in the Australian Research establishment for a body that could bridge the 
gap between research and policy 
 
Our constitution drawn up for us by a lawyer acquaintance, Katrina Menzies, committed us to 

• Promote interdisciplinary and inter-institutional discussion and germinate new research on topics 
pertinent to Australia's future. 

• Build networks between researchers, community and business leaders and policymakers. 
• Improve community understanding of the factors that will contribute to a better future for our children. 
 

First Roundtable on Sustainability 
 
Our first round table was held a few days after the November Federal election in 2001. It had been a tightly 
fought election that had been swayed in the end by a crisis, manufactured by the returning coalition 
government over boatloads of refugees, who were seeking to land on Australian soil. The election had also 
followed shortly after 9/11. (I remember one of our number, proudly stating that he had voted informally in the 
election for the Captain of the Tampa!) 
 
We invited a stellar cast of 20 national experts from academia, government, non-government and private 
sector agencies to participate in a discussion of “Sustainability and the future”.  We had no funds to support 
their participation. They were invited to come from around Australia at their own expense.  
 
In our invitation we suggested that all participants should submit a page of dot-points that indicated their 
general views on the subject, that would be circulated to all of the other participants before we met. This 
meant that we could begin immediately to engage in real dialogue on the topic.  To my delight, most of the 
people we had invited, accepted our invitation and we engaged in a day of stimulating exchange of ideas on 
this huge issue. 
 
Before the discussions began I said that this meeting marked either “the end of the beginning or the 
beginning of the end of our new organization”. We were embarking on a brave new initiative at a time of real 
political uncertainty. The world was coming to grips with the consequences of the 9/11 terrorist attacks in 
New York, and Australia was in the grip of deeply divisive controversy over its attitudes to refugees. 
 
Glyn and I co-chaired the discussion and felt at the end of it, that the day had been very successful.  But we 
then had to make strategic use of the stimulating conversation that had been audio-taped. I spent several 
days transcribing the proceedings and preparing an executive summary of the day’s discussions, which was 
circulated and endorsed by the participants before we made it public. The overview of the meeting included 
the following: 
 
“It is a great deal easier to define what is not sustainable than what is sustainable in a world of rapidly 
changing technology and human creativity. The Roundtable group agreed that there are four criteria that can 
be used as valuable guides to a sustainable future:   

• We should wherever possible, avoid eroding the natural resource base  
• We should not be seriously damaging the environment or natural life support systems. 
• We should be moving towards social stability based on greater equity of opportunity.  
• We should have some sort of cultural and spiritual foundation for the future 

 
Neither as a nation nor as a planet are we currently meeting these criteria. 
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The list of issues that urgently require research attention can be broadly grouped into four thematic areas: 

• The likely determinants and desirable directions and dimensions of the social change that will be 
required, both nationally and internationally. 

• Clarification of the dimensions of change in energy and material flows that will be needed to enable us 
to reach a sustainable state. 

• The basis for setting appropriate societal goals and the development of indicators that can reliably 
monitor progress towards those goals 

• The development of sustainable technologies and technological innovation that will assist us on the 
path to sustainability. 

 
At the heart of the issue of sustainability is an understanding of the balance between stocks and flows of 
energy and materials, in and out of communities, industries, sectors and indeed the planet as a whole.   We 
need a clearer appreciation of the concept of critical thresholds beyond which system breakdowns of various 
kinds occur.  Research of the kind needed is still in its infancy, and the scale of the research challenge is 
immense.  We must match the scale of the research in this field to the scale of decision and action, and 
match all of these to the magnitude of the challenge.  We need to develop ways of linking actions on which 
we embark locally, to the global push for a sustainable human population 
 
If sustainability is to become a feature of our Australian way of life the concept must be owned by the whole 
community.  That means that the issues must be both understandable and communicable to all, and that 
there is a process that results in all three tiers of government, commerce and the non government sector 
becoming jointly committed to, and able to monitor progress in, our journey towards a sustainable state.  That 
in turn calls for measures of progress that will provide all of us with the sort of information that is valid and 
keeps us aware of how we are doing.  Just as the regular publication of the road toll has underpinned 
progress in policy to reduce it, we need to devise an equally understandable index of our progress down the 
path to sustainability that can act as a stimulus to universal action - a beacon of progress. But clearly, 
sustainability is an infinitely more complex issue than the road toll. 
 
The group saw the advent of Australia21 as a useful interstitial body, which could play an important role in 
brokering the concepts and the research that are needed to underpin our transition to sustainability. Precisely 
because it seeks to be trans-disciplinary and trans-sectoral in its approach, and because it actively plans to 
cross institutional boundaries, Australia21 could help to develop new frameworks of understanding in 
Australian institutions. An Australia21 academic network could add value to the sustainability research that is 
already taking place.   
 
Also, because Australia21 plans to emphasise both the networking of researchers, and activity which enables 
research outcomes to be widely considered in the community, it could add significant value to the field of 
public policy.” 
  
After the meeting we invited Glyn Davis to join the Board. He accepted and has been ever since that time, a 
source of wisdom and support to the board as the organisation has grown. Now Vice Chancellor of the 
University of Melbourne, Glyn left the Board after 6 years and continues as its Patron. 
 
We appointed a small subcommittee to build on the ideas identified by the Roundtable group. That committee 
was the fore-runner of later substantial work by Australia21 on climate change and Energy Options for the 
future in Victoria and Queensland led by climatologist Dr Graeme Pearman, who became the first Australia21 
Fellow.  Members of the group, including Mike Waller and Paul Barratt, also interacted extensively with 
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Professor Ross Garnaut as he began his monumental work on an Australian carbon emissions trading 
scheme.   
 
The sustainability project did not develop quite as we had expected, into an ongoing long- term network of 
multidisciplinary scientific and policy expertise on the topic, because we were not yet able to assemble the 
finances necessary to emulate our Canadian colleagues on our projects.   
 
In fact for its first fourteen years, Australia21 has had to rely on ad hoc funding through philanthropic 
donations, and sponsorship by institutions, usually made available to us for specific identifiable purposes.  
We have always hoped, as time progressed and our contributions to public debate became more widely 
recognized, that we will find a source of untied funds that will allow us to buy out the time of some of the 
experts who join our networks and enable them to concentrate together for large slabs of their time on the 
challenges identified in our various roundtables.  This has been an important feature of the Canadian Institute 
but we are still searching for their level of financial independence. 
    

Moving to consolidate the company 
 
It was clear that we would need to achieve tax deductibility for our organization because without it we could 
not hope to attract funds from charitable organizations or philanthropic bodies. The newly appointed 
Commonwealth Minister for Education was Dr Brendan Nelson, a former president of the AMA with whom I 
had extensive dealings over our efforts to develop a controlled trial of heroin. Michael Ward and I went to see 
him in his electoral office a few days after he had been appointed to the ministry. Brendan agreed to support 
our application for tax deductibility and by early 2002, I was able to suggest successfully to my personal 
financial adviser that his firm might become the foundational sponsors for the organization and for our second 
roundtable. 
 
We now had a board of 7, our first roundtable product, an operating website and a bank account containing 
$10,000. I had naively anticipated, on the basis of discussions with my Canadian counterparts, that we would 
quite easily attract funds from the private sector to support our initiatives.  I had no idea how difficult it would 
be to raise such funds in Australia from the corporate sector for this kind of work. We sent the report of our 
roundtable to several large companies, suggesting that they might become sponsors of our work. There was 
no interest whatever.  
 
Our second financial sponsor was Richard Pratt of the Pratt Foundation and we were able with that help to 
establish an office in a building owned by ANU, at Weston staffed for a couple of days weekly by my 
administrative colleague from the Cochrane collaboration, Ron D’Souza.   The building in which we were 
housed and our files and computer were destroyed in the Canberra fires in January 2003 and we had to look 
elsewhere for office space which we ultimately found in a disused school building in Weston Creek at modest 
rental. 

In Search of Sustainability 
A direct outcome of our first roundtable was a twelve-month internet conference, a national face to face 
conference and a book published by CSIRO Publishing entitled “In Search of Sustainability” These were 
developed in a collaboration between Australia21, Nature and Society Forum and Sustainable Population 
Australia.  In 2003, I decided to offer a course on Sustainability in Canberra through the University of the 
Third Age and at the same time to work with two colleagues, Bryan Furnass and Jenny Goldie from the 
Nature and Society Forum and Sustainable Population Australia, to develop an Internet conference on the 
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topic. The three organisations, and Ron D’Souza managed the Internet site, which we advertised widely 
around Australia in an endeavour to promote broad discussion on the sustainability challenge. 
 
The three activities; teaching the U3A course, following our issues within Australia21 and managing the 
Internet conference meant that during 2003, we engaged in topics ranging from water policy, land use and 
natural ecosystems, energy, equity and peace, economic systems, climate, human health and well-being, 
labour force and work and transport and urban design.  For each of these topics, we were able to secure the 
services of an outstanding Australian expert who prepared a position paper for us which went on to the 
website and spoke at the face-to-face conference in November. There was considerable interest in the 
website and by the time November came, we were able to prepare, on the basis of the discussions in the 
conference,  a communique, with recommendations under each of the key headings, which were sent on to 
State and Federal governments.  
  
Arising from all of that, Jenny, Brian and I together edited a book published by CSIRO Publishing, which 
distilled many of the ideas that had emerged in the 12 months of the conference, and the face-to-face 
meeting in Canberra.  The Appendix to the book that contains the recommendations of the conference is 
reproduced below. 

Recommendations arising from “In Search of Sustainability” 2003 
 
Australians are not living sustainably and we are part of a shrinking and interconnected world that is 
becoming increasingly hostile to the long-term survival of our species. 
 
In moving towards a sustainable future, we need to ensure that we: 

• avoid eroding the natural resource base 
• provide substantial global equality of opportunity 
• have some sort of cultural and spiritual foundation for the future  
• keep the size of the human population within ecological limits. 

 
In spite of growing recognition and action by Australian Governments and industry on these matters, our 
society still falls far short of meeting these criteria. 
 
The consensus emerging from the internet discussions which have been taking place during the past nine 
months between Australian experts and lay-people is that we must now, as a nation, make significant 
changes to the way we manage our social, economic and environmental assets. 
 
The necessary changes need to be coordinated and integrated at all levels of government. Industrial and 
community bodies also need to be involved in the changes that will alter the way we govern and manage our 
lives, Our progress towards a more just and sustainable global society must be understood and monitored by 
all Australian citizens. 

Material progress has been the dominant paradigm of modern Western societies like Australia. We have 
tended to view progress as a pipeline: pump more wealth in one end, and more welfare flows out the 
other. Economic growth in this outdated model is paramount.  

Sustainable development, which must now supplant this previously dominant paradigm, does not accord 
economic growth overriding priority. It seeks a better balance and integration of social, environmental 
and economic goals and objectives to produce a high, equitable and lasting quality of life. Sustainable 
development acknowledges the dynamic relationship between the goals of improving well-being and 
ensuring that improvements are compatible with a healthy natural environment. 
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A sustainable future global society is technically possible, economically feasible and socially desirable, but we 
need the political will to manage the transition. Our science gives us better understanding than ever before of 
the natural world and our impacts on it. Technology gives us unprecedented capacity to change the world to 
meet our needs and suit our desires. Humanity requires us to use that scientific understanding and 
technological capacity to develop as a sustainable society That is a moral responsibility to future generations 
as well as to the other species with which we share the planet. 

Recommendations 
1 Water 

1.1 That Federal and State Governments, as a matter of priority, each develop a discussion paper on 
optimal use of our limited water supply. 
1.2 That State Governments immediately establish a transparent framework for monitoring the short and 
long-term social and environmental impact of water reform. 
1.3 That the Murray—Darling Commission establish firm targets and timelines for the return of 

environmental flows to the Murray—Darling River system and for other rivers from which water 
has been over-extracted. The relevant States should then implement a program. 

1.4 That State Governments set and implement strong mandatory standards for the efficiency of 
showerheads, taps and other water-using equipment. 

 

2 Human health and well-being 

2.1 That universities recognise the complexity of our social and environmental systems and then apply 
systems science, within an  interdisciplinary framework, to the relationship between human population 
health and the sustainability of the natural and social environments. 
2.2 That education syllabuses assist children to better understand that, in addition to achieving a fair and 

cohesive social environment, they must live within the limits of the natural world. This will require a 
rediscovery of our connections to the natural world which some may see as a new form of spirituality. 
Children also need to understand the importance of nutrition, exercise patterns and social interactions 
to their own health. 

2.3 That we move from away from the competitiveness, selfishness and short-termism of nation-states (a 
modern analogue of ancestral warring tribes) to a more cooperative approach so we can better shape the 
future. 

2.4 That, in order to develop a new societal awareness, we recognise that better management of the 
natural environment is required as well as the way we design and manage our urban environments. 

3 Land use and natural ecosystems 

3.1 That State Governments set up a system whereby farmers cease broad-scale clearing of native 
vegetation to prevent further deterioration of water quality, increases in dryland salinity, furthe degradation 
of soils and further losses of native biota. 
3.2 That the Federal Government legislate to implement accounting rules for all businesses and 

government agencies to value ecosystem services, such as production of clean water, maintenance 
of fresh air, conservation of healthy soils in natur.il resource management policy and reward those 
who are maintaining essential ecosystem services. 

3.3 That the Federal Government set up a process to reach agreement on the magnitude of hidden 
environmental subsidies in the production costs of food, fibre and water, and then introduce ley lc' 
equivalent to those costs to fund environmental restoration. 

3.4 That Federal and State Governments adequately fund research into farming systems and land-use 
patterns that work with, and not against, the environment. 
 

4 Energy 
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4.1 That Federal and State Governments set targets, with interim milestones, for a reduction to 30 per 
cent of current fossil fuel use by 2050. Clear long-term targets will minimise the cost of the transition to a 
sustainable energy economy. 
4.2 That Federal, State and Local Governments adopt policy measures and strategies that will allow these 

targets to be met, including intensive energy efficiency measures and support for renewable energy. 
4.3 That Federal and State Governments fund the transition to the above target by removing subsidies to 

the production and use of fossil fuels and redirect the funding on an interim basis to efficient energy 
use and renewable sources of energy. 

 

5 Equity and peace 

5.1 That the Australian Government urgently increase its commitment to international assistance to 0.7 per 
cent of gross domestic product, recognising that it must also reconsider the way partnerships are 
developed with poorer nations. 
5.2 That the Australian Government cancel the debt of those developing nations where the debt 

represents an unsustainable financial burden. 
5.3 That government and business promote, at all available international forums, fair trade as an 

absolute imperative in the reduction of global inequalities. 
5.4 That all Australian Governments develop 'Global Studies programs' for participation by secondary 
school students. 

6 Economic systems 

6.1 That State Governments include, as part of school curricula, consideration of the societal choices we 
make in adopting specific elements of an economic system. 

 6.2. That the Federal Government invest in the development of valid ong-term indicators of social and 
environmental progress which can be balanced against measures of the health of the economy and of 
economic growth. 
6.3. That a formal inquiry be undertaken, along the lines of the Hilmer Enquiry into competition policy, to 
identify the structural mechanisms and legislative changes required to integrate social and environmental 
sustainability into decision making at all levels of Australian governance. 

7 Climate 

7.1. That the Australian Government fund, as a national priority, the development of the technologies and     
institutions for non-greenhouse-emitting energy production. 
7.2 That the Australian Government invest in scientific research that mproves the forecasting of weather 

and climate events that impact on water management, insurance, energy demands, health, and the 
management of agricultural and natural systems. 

7.3 That, as with other elements of the sustainability agenda, media and community education agencies 
become better informed on the options that now confront us with respect to policy on climate change. 

8  Labour force and work 

8.1 That a national inquiry into the nature, meaning, organisation  and funding of work in a sustainable society 
be undertaken. The inquiry should bring together a broad cross-section of thinkers and policy-makers with no 
constraints on the outcome. 
8.2 That Australia commit to the element of the Universal Declaration oil Human Rights which reads: 'Everyone 

has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and favourable conditions of work and to protection 
against unemployment', and develop constructive proposals to the ILO to assist its implementation globally. 

9  Transport and urban design 
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9.1  That new Australian building approvals require the average house and commercial building to use 50 per 
cent less energy and water as well as have minimum sustainability outcomes with respect to waste, site 
ecology, transport and affordability. 
9.2 That, in developing national transport policy, energy and COemission balance sheets for different 

transport options is provided so alternatives to the current road/truck-oriented transport system are 
encouraged. 

9.3 That the Federal Government promote Australian building innovations (e.g. eco-cement) that 
contribute global solutions towards sustainability; provide more sustainable city innovation R&D 
funds; and re-direct some housing and transport funds towards Sustainable Cities demonstration 
projects. 

10 Need for new Australian structures and institutions 
The conference noted the recent call by the Australian Collaboration for the following overarching 
developments as we confront the sustainability 'bottleneck' of the 21st century. 

10.1 A new national political charter with commitments to specific social, cultural and environmental as 
well as economic goals. 
10.2 The establishment of a new parliamentary institution to examinelong-term trends affecting Australia 
and to foster wide debate about them in Australian society. 
10.3 The establishment of a formal independent inquiry into the working of democracy in all 

forms in Australia and a commitment to implement its main recommendations. 
10.4 Action to put in place comprehensive reporting of social, cultural, environmental and economic 

conditions and trends. 

The characteristics of a sustainable society are that it is humane, has an eco-centric approach and a 
long time horizon, and is informed, efficient and resourced. 

 
The communiqué concluded 'If all Australian governments committed to building social, 
environmental and economic sustainability into every element of governance, we could be an 
example to the rest of the world.' 
 

The Realisation of Human Potential 
 
The second Australia21 roundtable was held in Adelaide in May 2002 on the topic “Realising Human 
Potential” For this discussion we attracted a group of about 20 people from very diverse institutions and 
disciplines to talk about the challenge of ensuring that everyone in Australia could reach their potential. Again 
we used the strategy adopted for our first round table and again we were pretty pleased with the result, which 
I wrote up and distributed. But again, when we started talking to potential funding agents, seeking support for 
the development of a long term, ongoing network on this topic, there was little or no interest. The overview of 
the roundtable included the following: 
 
“Our future as a nation depends upon the extent to which our formal and informal institutions contribute to a 
sense of wellbeing in the whole population, and enable individuals and communities to grow to their full 
human potential. There are many institutions involved, ranging from the family to child care, pre-school, 
school, sporting institutions, clubs, religious bodies, universities, libraries, museums and fitness organisations 
and the various levels of government, to name only a few.  
 
Problems of growing community concern such as crime, bullying, illiteracy, suicide, drug addiction, alienation, 
violence, antisocial behaviour, marital breakdown and child abuse have always been with us, but we still have 
an inadequate understanding of their root causes. There is rising public concern about all of these issues and 
some evidence that a number of them are continuing to increase. Despite our cleverness and affluence, we 
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continue to pay inordinate attention to societal responses that are of unproven benefit such as prisons and 
punishment and we are not using our formidable national scientific capacity to understand and deal with root 
causes. 
 
If we do not seek to understand the complex causal chains which lie behind these unsettling observations, 
and if we continue to treat symptoms rather than causes, we will not only be wasting lives but will also be 
perpetuating and magnifying these problems for the generations which follow us. If on the other hand, we can 
use high quality scientific research into the social and biological factors that promote wellbeing and the 
realisation of human potential to inform the way we organise our institutions and nurture our young, our 
grandchildren will benefit and Australia will be an even better place to live. 
 
The development of new policy thinking on these matters requires new cooperative efforts between people 
from diverse scientific disciplines and institutions. The research questions go well beyond economics and 
sociology. They require creative inputs from natural scientists, philosophers, theologians, historians and 
people from public health, biology, the arts, education, psychology and criminology. The results of their 
research also need to be owned and discussed by the whole community, including not only academics, 
administrators and politicians but also industry leaders, educators, and those whose wellbeing and potential 
are at stake”. 
 
The board invited Richard Eckersley to lead our program activities in this area. This he continues to do most 
successfully, twelve years on and Australia21 has produced, under his leadership a string of publications that 
have grown from this initial discussion and subsequent networking activities.    Richard formed a successful 
working liaison with the University of Melbourne and it’s Youth Research Centre. The publications have been 
widely distributed in Australia and overseas and we believe have influenced a range of government 
departments with responsibility for policy in the youth area.  ( see later section on Youth Wellbeing) 
 

Return to Canada 2002 
 
I returned to Canada in 2002 when the Canadian Institute was celebrating its 20th anniversary. The 
occasional speaker at the celebration dinner was Thomas Homer Dixon and he spoke on the theme that led 
to his best-selling book entitled “The upside of down”. I was deeply impressed with the argument he 
presented at that meeting and it has influenced the contributions that I have made through Australia21 ever 
since. Dixon pointed to the interlinked tectonic stresses, which confront global society. They include climate 
change, declining new supplies of oil, gross inequalities across nations and within them, overpopulation, the 
destruction of ecosystems and the challenge of feeding a human population that is growing at the rate of 80 
million people each year.  
 
The magic of the Canadian Institute has been its independence and its ability to convene multi-disciplinary 
networks of outstanding thinkers and researchers to tackle unresolved problems facing the world.  Central to 
its endeavors is its commitment to expand frameworks for understanding deeply complex questions. I 
returned from that meeting, convinced we were on the right track with our embryonic organization and more 
committed than ever to trying  to make it a  significant force in Australian society. 

The Living Planet 
 
With funding support from the Ian Potter Foundation, our next venture was a Roundtable held in Sydney in 
late 2002, entitled “The Living Planet.”  Again we used the formula developed earlier, bringing a group of 20 
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scientists and thinkers from very diverse institutions and disciplines together to discuss the question of the 
relationship between living and non-living elements of the planet and the concept of Gaia elaborated by Sur 
James Lovelock and others.   The  final report of that discussion included the following: 
 
“Interaction between living and non-living elements of the planet is vital to the sustenance of life and there are 
multiple feedback systems operating between its myriad of living and non-living elements.  
 
Improved understanding of the auto-regulatory capacity of the interacting elements of biological and 
geological/physical elements of the planet is urgently required as humankind faces up to the recent and 
future consequences of the changes to the biosphere that have occurred since homo sapiens arrived on the 
evolutionary scene.  
 
The magnitude of the changes and their potential implications are such, that humans will almost certainly 
need to intervene actively and intentionally in systems that at present we understand poorly in order to 
preserve a sustainable ecological niche for our species.  
 
Because of the connectedness of many of the elements of the “biosphere”, as well as needing to understand 
the behaviour of individual parts of it, we must now invest in understanding better, how the pieces function as 
a systemic whole and how they work together as a complex regulatory system to keep radical alterations in 
our living environment in check. We are only at the beginning of the journey and our research structures are 
still inadequate to the task of exploring the “big systemic picture”. 
 
Part of the social and political difficulty relates to a poorly informed electorate on these matters and the 
requirement which politicians have for simple solutions that can be packaged as consonant with prevailing 
economic goals. Yet economists are only just beginning to learn the language of ecology and we have not yet 
as a society, accepted that our living planet, (or at least our human niche on it) is under serious threat. 
A huge proportion, (possibly as much as half) of the bio-mass of the planet resides in micro-organisms that 
are widely dispersed in soil, water and in close association with higher order living things. The task of 
understanding this part of our biosphere has barely begun. Yet it is believed to play a vital role not only in the 
cycling of chemicals from the geological system, but in the control of perturbations in such things as 
atmospheric composition, clouds, soil fertility and climate change. 
 
A more systematic use of the fossil record and its correlation with what we know of the evolution of the 
physical/geological system will provide vital insights into the range and capacity of the biosphere to “bounce 
back” from physical insult. Systematic use of the fossil record will also provide data that are fundamental to 
the development of rational conservation policies and the clarification of desirable and practically achievable 
goals in the preservation of bio-diversity.  
The group defined the research questio which it saw to have the highest priority for development of an 
Australia21 research network as:“What are the main processes and feedbacks that cause the planet and its 
biosphere, including humans, to function as a resilient, self-regulating system? 
 
That over-arching question was further broken into a series of subsidiary items which would provide action 
points for research activity on this topic: 
• What are the long term changes and attributes of global, continental and regional ecosystems that have 
occurred over time, that are identified through the fossil record and our understanding of the history of 
evolution of the planet and its living elements? 
• What attributes of the earth’s ecosystems, including both biosphere and humans, confer resilience on those 
systems and their capacity to survive both internal and externally induced fluctuations? 
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• What are the critical geosphere/biosphere interactions that impact on the resilience of the built urban 
systems and the rural hinterlands that humans have the capacity to influence? 
• How can the gathering and sharing of information and knowledge be used to enhance system level 
resilience (including outcomes simultaneously meeting environmental, social and production goals.) 
• How can the insights gained from this kind of research be used to influence public and political 
understanding of these issues? 

 
Australia needs to invest in system-scale integrated field studies that bring together all of the disciplinary 
insights that relate to auto-regulation and resilience in well defined local settings such as the Murray Darling 
Basin and the coastal areas of the Great Barrier Reef.” 
 
All of this was pretty heady intellectual stuff. Our participants included some of Australia’s leaders in climate 
science, palaeontology, marine science, biology and geology with a senior philosopher and several of the 
Australia21 Directors.  There was sustained intellectual excitement in the room throughout the day of intense 
discussion. 
 
Dr Mike Archer, Director of the Australian Museum and later Dean of Science at the University of NSW was a 
major contributor to the discussion and we invited him to head up a program that, several Roundtables later, 
continues under the leadership of  Dr Steve Cork, Mr Geoff Gorrie and Archer’s protégé, Peter Ampt, to push 
intellectual boundaries on the need for a National Ecosystems Services Framework for Australia.   
 
Although we had thought that this project would have some appeal to banks in the private sector, we found it 
to be of greater interest to a number of leaders in state governments. Jim Varghese was at the time, the 
Director General of Primary Industry and Fisheries in Queensland and he and other agency heads in South 
Australia and Western Australia showed real interest in the ideas that were emerging from discussions of 
ecosystems.  Jim became a very important member of the Australia21 Board.  
 
We were less successful in involving Commonwealth Environmental Agencies in the policy ideas contained in 
an Australia21 concept paper that was sent to the Prime Minister and three environmental ministers in 2008.  
A number of us have worked long and hard without success to attract long-term financial support for the 
development of a national strategy on the services provided by ecosystems.  It is interesting that other 
nations including the United States are beginning to take the kind of action that our Australia21 team been 
advocating for some years. 
 

Ecosystems and the Services they provide 
 
A team that included Mike Archer, Peter Ampt, Philippa Rowland and Directors  Geoff Gorrie and Mike Waller  
led three Roundtables  in Perth, Brisbane and Sydney during 2004 and 2005  on  ecosystems and the 
services they provide 

a) Extracts from roundtable overview on "The marketability of products from indigenous species of flora and 
fauna that could be feasibly produced in Australia's rural areas". October 2004 

A group from The University of New South Wales described an approach designated "FATE" (The Fate of 
Australia's Threatened Ecosystems), which seeks to promote pilot intervention programs aimed at combining 
conservation with conventional agriculture through the additional management and harvesting of native 
species. The round table group agreed that this suite of strategies should be carefully evaluated and that 
integrated demonstration activities which could usher in a new approach to managing Australian land will 
need to take place at the sub-catchment or catchment scale. 
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These trial sites should actively involve rural and indigenous communities in combined agricultural, eco-
tourism and conservation activities, reducing economic dependence on conventional production and 
supplementing it with new income streams based on the harvesting of native species. It was also proposed 
that scientific measures to assess the impacts of the strategy should be directed towards resilience, 
sustainability and biodiversity. New social arrangements for people deriving livelihood from the land might 
also lead to new approaches to land tenure and enhanced spiritual links between Australians and their 
landscape. 

Three scenarios were discussed in detail: 
1. A return to greater dependency on native species of flora and fauna in Australia's arid rangelands. 
2. Use of native species to diversify agricultural systems in the sheep/wheat belts. 
3. Promotion of the kangaroo harvesting and the active role of landholders in the kangaroo industry. 

There was agreement that change in current agricultural practices will not occur without a change in 
current economic incentives. A move towards a FATE strategy will require new partnerships with 
indigenous people and marketing changes in the food industry as well as active involvement and 
understanding by city dwellers in the vital significance of changing the use and management of Australian 
land. 

Accreditation and certification of land management was an issue that aroused considerable discussion. 
Voluntary accreditation schemes are currently under consideration in some Australian jurisdictions. Some 
labelling schemes offer products market advantage and accreditation is bringing about desired change in 
behaviour in a number of industries. It needs to be substantiated that certification is bringing about desired 
change—where, and in what agricultural industries? Specific attention is required to the development of 
accreditation schemes that focus not only on management efficiency but on outcomes that include resilience, 
enhanced biodiversity and sustainability of ecosystems. 
It was agreed that the way Australians manage and use our land resource demands urgent revolutionary 
attention and action and that the FATE approach deserves trial as one of a range of initiatives aimed at 
promoting conservation linked to sustainable agriculture. The next step in this initiative is to develop 
detailed plans for impl ementation of demonstration projects of the three scenarios that were proposed  
 
b) Extracts from overview of first roundtable on "Environmental accreditation of agricultural land" March 
2005 
The purpose of the meeting was to explore the science, practicability and utility of a voluntary accreditation 
process in agriculture that focuses on environmental outcomes, especially resilience, sustainability and 
biodiversity of agricultural land. The two days of dialogue coincided with the signing of a memorandum of 
understanding between the Queensland Premier and the Queensland Farmers Federation on the introduction 
of Farm Management Systems (FMS) that will streamline environmental and food safety procedures at the 
farm level, while at the same time enhancing links between landholders and their catchments. 

The initiative built on a government — industry partnership for Farm and Environmental Management 
Systems and regional approaches for delivering the National Action Plan for Salinity and Water Quality 
(NAP) and the Natural Heritage Trust (NHT). 

The new FMS and environmental management systems being trialled across Australia, place in the hands of those 
landholders who choose to adopt them the necessary information that will help them to determine how best to 
contribute to meeting the environmental targets that have been set for their catchment. 

Australian consumers have a right (and perhaps a responsibility) to ask whether their food is being produced in 
ways that are sensitive to the needs of the environment. The FMS process is an effective voluntary compliance 
mechanism that seeks an appropriate combination of voluntary adoption and the application of government 
regulation. 

Piloting of environmental management systems in agriculture is showing that a voluntary approach by 
farmers using adaptive management principles consistent with the ISO 14001 approach offers the kind of 
flexibility, professional satisfaction, process and critical approach to environmental impact that can be widely 
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applied to farming land management systems of very diverse types. Farmers who have used this approach 
and have followed through to audit and certification of their farm management process have reported 
significant improvements in what they perceive to be the impact of their farming practices on environmental 
outcomes. 

There is need for validated measures of environmental impact to be available that can be applied 
inexpensively and consistently across diverse agricultural landscapes. The meeting heard a presentation 
on an approach to Landscape Function Analysis (LFA) that has been developed within CSIRO during the 
past 15 years. LFA may offer a simple and reliable methodology that can be explained to landholders and 
potentially become a centrepiece of a national landscape data system underpinning catchment and 
landholder targets. 

The farm management systems that were discussed at length in the meeting also offer an important potential 
attraction to our export industry. The meeting discussed international trends and drivers and agreed that 
market entry in future would become increasingly dependent upon some form of evidence about the 
environmental impact of production of Australia's agricultural products. There was also agreement that 
certification processes that address this challenge are still maturing across the world but that methods 
consistent with ISO 14000 standards are gaining international favour. 

The roundtable agreed that there is now both a need and a timely opportunity for development of a coherent 
national system of data collection, certification and accreditation of the environmental management of 
agricultural land resources. 
 
c) Summary of follow up roundtable on "Environmental accreditation of Agricultural land" August 2005 
Fifty leading representatives from all states and many sectors of Australian agriculture met at a roundtable to 
discuss how Australian farmers can benefit from recognition of good environmental stewardship. 

Some agricultural sectors are under pressure from international retail and trade bodies to assure customers not 
only that their products are safe, but also that they are produced in ways that are not detrimental to the 
environment 

There has been substantial recent federal government support for farmers to pilot farm level environmental 
assurance programs. The National Heritage Trust and the National Action Plan on Salinity have also invested in 
environmental target setting and collection of information about the state of health of the land at catchment and 
regional levels around the nation. 

The Australia 21 roundtable agreed that there is now a need for coordinated national action to bring these 
two activities into long-term synergy and to develop the principles for a system of environmental certification 
that can be applied to all land use. There should be a two-way flow of information between farmers and their 
catchment authorities and farm management systems should evolve to provide farmers with hard data 
relating to the environmental impact of their farms in addition to other essential information pertinent to 
product quality, occupational and animal safety etc.. 

Such a system should build from the considerable enthusiasm and experience that has been gained by many 
farmers using a range of farm management systems, in recent years as well as from the managers of Australia's 
57 regional catchments. It should be developed with a view to assisting landholders to make sound 
environmental decisions in the management of their properties. The system should result in less, rather than 
more paperwork for landholders and should bring into alignment the expectations of governments, markets and 
financial institutions on issues of environmental management. 

The group recognized that the development of a reputable national certification system would take some 
years and that it would require active partnerships and shared communication between industry groups, 
governments, scientists and individual farmers. It believed that the ingredients are now in place for Australia 
to move towards world best practice in this activity at a time when there is growing concern about the 
preservation of ecosystems and the essential services that they provide to the whole population. 
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The full costs of this development cannot be borne by the individual farmer, and because this issue of 
ecosystem services affects the whole community, public funds will be needed to enable it to happen. 

The roundtable members recommended, that in order to develop this concept further, the present National 
Environmental Management Systems (EMS) Advisory Committee should be invited to form a task force with 
representation from each of the stakeholder groups. The task force would build from recent experience and 
agree on the principles for a national certification system that would be voluntary and transparent, certifying 
that both in respect to processes and outcomes, Australian agricultural practice is environmentally 
sustainable. 
 
The full report of which this is a summary, was subsequently submitted to Ministerial Councils on Natural 
Resource Management and Primary Industry. The broad conclusions of the report were endorsed by both 
Councils.  
 
Australia21 has maintained a  continued interest  on this issue and our team led by Geoff Gorrie and Steve 
Cork  who have repeatedly advocated for development of a National Ecosystems Services Strategy and 
Network has been actively working during 2012 and 2013 on this issue with the Commonwealth Department 
of Agriculture. (see later entry in this report.)  

Australia in the World 
 
 In 2004 the board decided to develop activities around the issue of Australia’s role in the world.  We joined 
forces with the Foundation for International Development, a non-government body with interests in overseas 
aid, to hold a roundtable in Melbourne. Once again we were able to assemble a quite remarkable 
interdisciplinary group of researchers, policymakers, former politicians and strategists to discuss Australia’s 
future role in the world. The following is an abstract from the final report of the meeting. 
 
“Australia occupies a unique and strategic position as a middle sized Western nation in Asia, with natural 
geographic links both to the small nations of the Pacific and the larger nations to our North. Some of those 
nations are rapidly developing strong economies while others have made little progress in reducing poverty.  
While several of these countries have been able to create the conditions for improvements in the welfare of 
their people, others are hampered by ineffective governance, corruption, lack of skills and capital, and civil 
strife.  
 
The "shrinking" of the globe through communication and transport technology, the freeing up of global capital 
and its capacity to move rapidly across national borders, and the expanding role of trans-national 
corporations, have constrained the independence of nation states. While politicians may reasonably assert a 
preoccupation with the “national interest”, these changes, often referred to as “globalization”, mean that the 
world is now much more interdependent and that multilateral agencies and international governance and co-
operation must assume increasing importance.  In this new environment, the “national interest” is now closely 
intertwined with regional and global interest.  
 
For 50 years, rich countries have been encouraged by UN agencies, through Official Development 
Assistance (ODA) to assist poorer countries to kick start their economies through a combination of capital 
and technical assistance.  There is evidence that ODA has assisted with economic growth and by implication, 
reduced poverty levels in most settings.  However, gone is the complacency with the conventional model of 
“aid” which rests upon bountiful, affluent and often paternalistic givers and passive and often incompetent and 
corrupt receivers. The assistance paradigm is moving away from the transfer of capital and more to the 
development of appropriate institutions for good governance. New models of development assistance pay 
greater attention to mutuality, partnerships, two way exchanges across national borders and programmatic 
rather than project activities.   
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Currently, Australia is prosperous and comfortably secure.  But much of the region in which we are 
strategically located is not.  And in the world beyond our immediate vicinity, there are major armed conflicts, 
terror and racial, religious and international tensions, exacerbating poverty, disease and starvation. We 
cannot assume that we will retain our prosperity and security as China and India realize their potential and 
flex their economic muscle.   
 
Australia's system of governance, especially as it relates to defence, foreign affairs and our relationships 
through ODA with our neighbours, is fragmented and bureaucratically inflexible.  The incentives under which 
our official development assistance is managed are not in line with world best practice.  Any new or 
expanded provision for our future relationship with our neighbours must pay serious attention to our own 
governance and our own democratic processes.  It must also pay attention to the value of diversity.   
 
There is often a tendency in affluent and successful societies like our own, to believe that other societies 
would naturally want to “be like us”.  Round table participants recognize that a range of different models for 
sustainable development may be chosen by the people whose future is at stake and that Australians have 
much to learn from other countries and other cultures. 
 
How do Australians see themselves in tomorrow’s world?  At the conclusion of another successful Olympics, 
can we say that we “punch well above our weight” not only in athletic pursuits, but also in intellectual and 
developmental causes? If we do, it is partly an accident of our privileged history and our cultural heritage and 
location, and partly a consequence of intentional policies developed by far-sighted governments from both 
sides of politics.  These enable Australia now to play a constructive role in the next phase of development in 
the region and on the larger world scene, if we can summon the commitment and vision to do so. 
 
The word “secure” means not only “safe” but also “sustained freedom from apprehension or doubt”, and 
“confident”. A preoccupation with military “safety” for our own citizens will not make us secure in the long term 
if we are not also paying attention to the confidence and comfort of the world’s less privileged citizens.  Our 
capacity to remain a secure and prosperous nation will depend increasingly on the security (in its broader 
sense) and prosperity of the region in which we live.  Inter-dependence is now such that the global interest is 
now also the national interest. Australia must take its place as a responsible global citizen, committing our 
resources and our skills to the prosperity and security of the entire human race.   
 
It is in our national interest to play a responsible role in meeting the Millennium Development Goals, given our 
geo-political location.  If the international community can meet, or even make significant progress towards, 
the ambitious targets it has set for 2015, it will influence positively the kind of society that our own children will 
inherit. We now require from our leaders, a larger view of both the concepts of security and national interest 
and shared prosperity in the region. It is makes little sense to focus exclusively upon the needs and 
aspirations of Australians. 
 
Tomorrow’s world will see further blurring of national borders and require greater openness and “mutuality of 
respect” between diverse groups of people who currently neither know nor understand one another. In the 
same way as capital and products now cross national borders with growing ease, so will people flows 
increase as they are already doing across former state borders in the European Union. It is to be hoped that 
these people flows will not happen suddenly and will only follow from progressive engagement and growing 
confidence in our shared aspirations as a global community, but as many of our own forebears can attest, the 
desire to escape poverty is powerful driver.  
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Mutuality of respect will develop as people flows occur both ways in a spirit of enquiry and openness.  What 
can Australians learn from Samoan family life and practice that could enrich our own? What are the common 
antecedents of Muslim, Christian and Hindu values?  How can overseas students trained in Australian 
universities, apply their cultural heritage and new skills most appropriately to the future needs of their 
countries and ours? What elements of the Westminster system of government would prove useful to Iraqi 
governance and how can Australian rural communities be enriched by refugees? 
 
The daunting challenge of accommodating eight billion humans on an environmentally threatened planet in 
shared prosperity and security is one that cannot be managed by nations acting alone and only in their own 
self interest.  It is a challenge which will require stronger global governance, an expanded view of human 
rights and responsibilities and an enormous outpouring of cooperative human creativity.  Australians should 
be at the leading edge of that creativity and be involved in the process of building essential new international 
capacity.  
 
Our vision begins within our own families and communities and extends to global society.  Australians now 
must think and act, locally, regionally and globally.  
Locally, we must rethink the roles of our schools, universities, community organisations and local 
governments in assisting us towards a vision of an integrated and collaborative world that celebrates both the 
diversity and dignity of all humans regardless of the circumstances of their birth.  Locally we must also act to 
discover the core values that characterise our own cultural heritage and the special contributions that 
Australians can make to a global future. 
 
Nationally and regionally we must refurbish our political and administrative processes, harmonizing and 
integrating, across departmental and institutional silos our capacity to respond to needs within the region that 
may not always sit comfortably with our own preconceived ideas of how society works.  Nationally also we 
must rethink our Foreign Policy, Trade, Investment and Defence Strategies, looking beyond historically 
important two way alliances to multilateral coherent alliances of the future that will provide the framework for 
trade and investment that will be mutually beneficial to our poorer neighbours and to ourselves.  
 
Regionally also, there is a need for institutional strengthening and increased cooperation and systematic 
exploration of the concept of a Pacific or Oceanic Community which could become the vehicle for shared 
currency, justice systems, trade policies and two way human exchanges.  Such a development might enable 
Melanesians and Polynesians to obtain work permits to fill Australian job vacancies, at the same time 
enriching the economies of their home states through remittances. Tourism, work and cultural exchanges 
back to these states by Australians would likely hasten capital flows to these communities as well as foster a 
mutuality of respect across the community.   
 
Internationally, there is no doubt that the current vehicles for international governance are in urgent need of 
reform.  Moves to engineer such reform are already under way within the UN system. Australia needs to be 
actively and constructively involved in this process and must stand ready,  as it did in an earlier era, to carry 
some of the early burdens of the transition towards effective democratic  global governance. 
The vision emerging from this discussion is still blurred and incomplete. But we have reached broad 
consensus on ways to test and shape it further.  Our view is that our nation has come to a fork in the road 
and that it is now in our national interest to move forcefully and deliberately towards a multilateral world in 
which we commit to relationships that build a mutuality of respect across national borders and contribute to 
human security by reducing poverty and managing conflict.” 
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 Extending the focus to national prosperity and security  
  
Following the meeting on Australia in the World, the board invited Professor Ross Buckley a lawyer, who at 
the time was working with the Bond University on issues relating to the international economy to lead this 
project.  For the next three years, Ross led a committee of experts from widely diverse disciplines, further 
developing the ideas canvassed at the roundtable. The group undertook two further roundtable discussions 
relating to various international scenarios and threats facing Australia in coming decades and decided 
eventually to focus on Resilience, combining forces with another Australia21 group led by Dr. Steve Cork 
which had developed from a separate strand of the Living Planet Roundtable, and was examining  “Tipping 
points in Australia’s future”. 
 

Threats to Australia’s Future: 
 
Buckley’s group decided first to explore the concept of threats and, using some funds donated by one of our 
growing group of philanthropic donors, engaged a Melbourne scholar Paul Monk to prepare a think piece 
about “Threats to Austrailian Future” which in turn, fed into a Roundtable discussion that concluded as 
follows: 
 
“Governments make expenditure decisions daily to counter perceived threats, with no means of assessing or 
comparing threats, and no means of subsequently assessing the effectiveness of the funding in mitigating or 
responding to the threat. Governments need a metric, a measure, by which to assess what has been 
accomplished by that expenditure. 
 
We need a methodology to assess and compare threats. At the end of the day we need to have some 
process whereby we can say this is more important than that.  
We need a common language in which to speak about threats and a common currency in which to assess 
them.  
 
This language and taxonomy should empower the whole of Australia, not just decision-makers sitting in 
cabinet or in government or corporate departments. We want to develop a handbook for policy makers to use 
in making resource allocation decisions and ignite a broader public debate on security and prosperity issues.   
 
Australia needs an inventory of our systems’ capacity to respond to crises and threats.  
One of the challenges of threat analysis is the profound interdependence of so many issues. Avian flu is now 
spreading in Africa. The combination of inadequate health care systems and poverty will ensure its spread 
will be rapid and far-reaching. This poses a direct threat to Australia.  
 
Likewise failed states in our region pose a threat to Australia as they serve as a haven for drug runners, 
people smugglers, terrorists and money launderers and promote the spread of disease and the like. Climate 
obviously affects the environment, profoundly, but it also affects the flow of refugees, energy security, and 
other things. The linkages are critical.  
 
We need to recognize that the threats that now face us are multiple and interdependent.  An examination of 
the way think tanks around the world confront these problems has identified a tendency to address each 
threat as a single entity. Very few institutions are looking at the interactions between threats and looking at 
them in combinations of two or more. We need to adopt tools which help us to talk in these dimensions. The 
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capacity of the human mind to think in this way is constrained but to make real sense of threats we need to 
be able to cope with their interdependency. 
 
Our current institutional inadequacy compounds these difficulties. The interdependence of threats requires an 
interdisciplinary and interdepartmental response. One can no longer look at health, climate, economic or 
other issues through one lens. Yet our universities and our governments still primarily work in silos and are 
poor at collaborating across discipline and department boundaries. Indeed, notwithstanding the findings that 
most think tanks fail to deal adequately, or at all, with the interdependence of threats, it was felt that think 
tanks were still more likely to be able to do this than government departments or other public bodies, such as 
the Productivity Commission.  
 
Yet, for governments, threat is primarily evaluated not in terms of consequences for either people or the 
economy but in terms of accountability, ie. who will bear the responsibility should a threat materialize and 
who should respond to it.  
The emphasis on sovereignty is a 19th-century but nonetheless important one because it impacts on the 
ability of a State to act for the benefit of its people. That is why such a large amount of money is spent on 
conventional defence. It's not so much to avert casualties but to ensure the continued capacity of the nation 
state to do what it was intended to do for its citizens.   
 
Gravity and Probability of 10 Top Threats Facing Australia in the Next 15 years  
(This table allocates likely gravity and probability weightings to the principal threats and their probability as 
identified by the participants.  

 
Threat  Gravity Probability 
1.  Sudden climate change. High Low* 
2.  Pandemic. Medium to high High 
3.  Chinese economic 
crisis. 

High Low 

4.  Domestic social 
dislocation. 

Low Low 

5.  Global economic 
turbulence. 

High Medium 

6.  Crisis in energy security 
(Middle East). 

Medium to high High 

7.  Nuclear or biochemical 
terrorism. 

High Low 

8.  Major war/nuclear 
weapon use. 

High Low 

9.  Infrastructure failure: 
transport, health, 
education. 

Medium Medium 

10.  Economic structural 
inflexibility. 

Low Low 

 
(The low probability shown here to climate change referred specifically to rapid and dramatic climate change 
within the next 15 years.  The group recognized that substantial costs and problems are already arising due 
to incremental climate change and that these will only increase.) 
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The future will surprise us. We just don’t know how. In the next 25 years, Australians will almost certainly die 
from a pandemic, we just don’t know when or from what disease.  
In the next 25 years, there will be economic crises, but we don’t know where, when and of what kind. We like 
to think that we live in a world of linear change and predictability. But we don’t. Our world, increasingly, is one 
of rapid and massive change and discontinuities. Nonetheless there is much we can do to prepare for the 
world we actually live in, rather than the one we like to think we live in. These steps include:  

a. Develop a threat assessment methodology – move the analysis and the debate away from emotion 
and towards a reliance on data.  

b. Start to forecast the forecastable. We do a poor job of this, largely because of the silos of government 
and university departments. We need to develop a system to identify and test the work that will help 
us to predict the way our system evolves and threats appear. We need to start this process to avoid 
living in a dream world.  

c. Build resilience into our economy, systems and society.  
Ways to enhance Australia’s resilience include:   
• Further investment in education, tertiary and technical, and especially in the liberal arts, sciences, and 

Asian languages and cultures. In our schools and universities far less learning about our region is 
happening than it was 10 or even 20 years ago.  

• Enhancing public understanding of the challenges facing Australia -- elevating the discourse in the media 
and the community. Getting a wider set of questions into the public domain is very important and broad 
debate at the public level is absolutely vital. Governments, globally, have become more adept at 
responding to public pressure (and perhaps less adept at really leading) and thus, for this and other 
reasons, the public domain matters more than ever.  

• Further investment in health care systems especially in the type of capacity than can cope with crises, 
from terrorism to pandemics. Britain has been building this capacity for years, which minimized casualties 
from London’s bombings. (At present Australia is decreasing this capacity). Responsive systems often 
address many threats, preventative systems usually seek to prevent only one.    

• Re-engagement as a good international citizen, including participation in most international fora, renewal 
of regional diplomatic relationships,  increasing international development aid; revitalizing regional 
economic initiatives; and involvement in nuclear disarmament and climate change initiatives.  

In the last 10 years the technical capacity to represent complex systems in a way that is comprehensible to 
lay people without loss of technical validity has been developed. Human behavior can be analysed with fairly 
standard tools and various complex systems joined together. Biological, physical, economic and social 
systems can be joined into one system and analyzed rigorously. It is now possible to go beyond narrative and 
qualitative descriptions of what is coming and  arrive at analogues of prediction. One cannot predict the 
behavior of these systems because they are not predictable, but one can get analogues of prediction. 
These interactions can now be made visual very effectively using pictures and diagrams. The visualizations 
can be interactive so that the public can participate. All the technical detail can be in the back of the model. 
And simple questions can be put to the model, such as, “if we all changed our behaviour in this respect, what 
would the outcome look like?”  These kinds of tools are now part of a community of practice. There are 
academic research groups in Australia working on such methods: one in the CSIRO, one in ASTO, one in 
Queensland, one in Melbourne, and one at ANU.  There is the capacity in Australia now to develop highly 
useful complex systems models in the field we are discussing today. 
 Australia has of late under-invested in physical infrastructure. But it has under-invested even more 
profoundly in intellectual infrastructure of the kind that will underpin the living standards and security of our 
children and of their children’s children. 
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Many organizations and corporations are no doubt already engaged in such work. Certainly Shell and BP 
have done so, to great effect. We are really only saying that what is good enough for Shell and BP is good 
enough for Australia. 
 

 Energy in the Context of Climate Change 
 Arising from an Australia21 Roundtable in 2004, under the leadership of  Australia21 Fellow, Dr Graeme Pearman 
Australia21 undertook an integrated analysis of future options for Australia's energy. The program was 
commenced in the context of international and domestic concerns about climate change, population growth, and 
energy need. It involved Directors Paul Barratt and Mike Waller as well as a group of outside consultants in 
consulting with two state Governments , Victoria and Queensland in developing practical aspects of enrgy policy 

The objective was to create new frameworks for understanding the benefits and potential consequences of various 
energy options facing the nation, in the context of 

• the energy needs of a growing economy; and 
• the domestic and international pressures that Australia will continue to face to limit or reduce its 

emissions of greenhouse gases. 

The project was inter-disciplinary and inter-institutional in scope, and brought together experienced and 
highly qualified experts from across the academic, corporate and public sectors. Their task is to conduct or 
stimulate the research needed to integrate new and existing knowledge relating to the six themes mentioned 
below, and bring these themes together into a coherent framework that can be used by businesses and by 
policy makers. 

The six themes were: 

• Anticipated growth in demand for energy. 
• Emission targets to meet climate change requirements. 
• Governance and legislative requirements. 
• Emerging energy technologies. 
• Economic well-being. 
• Social stability and security 

This project sought to add value to what was already occurring in a variety of institutions and government agencies 
by explicitly bringing the themes and the leading thinkers and researchers in them together to help to clarify the 
broad societal and corporate risks and benefits of the various policy and investment options facing Australia in 
coming decades. 

Australia 21's unique approach was to develop expert groups that were unconstrained by existing disciplinary 
and institutional barriers or political allegiances, enabling them to focus in a sustained way on complex 
problems of national importance. 

This was not about predicting the future, but about identifying policy and investment options for the private 
and public sectors that will reduce vulnerability and maintain resilience in the face of the several often 
conflicting sets of community objectives, evolving science, changing conditions and risk. 
 
Illustrative of the approach used   was this extract from the report by the team which  worked on Victorian 
emissions in 2007  

1. Deep cuts in emissions will be required. Climate change through greenhouse-gas emissions is now 
firmly recognised internationally as a serious issue. Mid-century greenhouse-gas emissions targets for 
developed countries are likely to be in the range 5060% below 1990 emissions. It is unlikely that any 
developed country jurisdiction will be able to avoid conforming to cuts in this range. 
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2. Deep cuts can be achieved at acceptable cost. Present and emerging technologies promise energy 
production and distribution with low or zero emissions, at acceptable cost, while preserving or improving 
current quality of life. 

3. A combination of demand management and technology can deliver deep cuts. A combination of no 
regrets/low risk and commercial technologies, supported by extended demand management programs, can 
deliver substantial emissions savings in the period between now and 2025. 

4. Technological and economic uncertainties demand a flexible approach. It is not possible at this stage 
to be prescriptive about the optimum technical/policy mix that will deliver deep cuts by the middle of the 
century because of the uncertain technical and commercial trajectories of the alternative technologies that 
will be on offer. This reflects both the intrinsic technical risk associated with the engineering, process 
design etc, and uncertainty about how domestic and international greenhouse policies will evolve (for 
example, the timing and form of carbon pricing and trading). 

5. Market-based solutions are recommended. The most economically efficient way to achieve the 
optimum technology mix over time will be to place maximum reliance on market-based solutions. This 
means that over time the climate change and environmental costs of greenhouse-gas emissions should be 
internalised through measures which attach a price to carbon, such as carbon trading. This will enable 
both investors and consumers to make rational choices between the available low-emission technologies 
on the basis of price, performance and reliability. 

6. Starting now will reduce the risk of disruptive change in the future. Time is a critical advantage in 
addressing the challenges of the target and the uncertainties of the optimal adjustment path for the 
Victorian economy. Thinking in terms of a forty-year time horizon provides a basis for an incremental and 
cumulative approach to achieving the 2050 target. Making steady progress now will avoid the need for 
major and disruptive change later on, and avoid the social and economic cost of a crash program later in 
the century. This means, inter alia, that it would be appropriate to maintain and develop the present 
commitment to renewable sources of energy. 

7. A portfolio approach delivers early results and maintains resilience. A number of major technical and 
commercial uncertainties about new emissions reductions technologies are likely to be resolved in the 
period 2015-25. Prior to that, it would be prudent to minimise large but risky irreversible commitments of 
capital and other scarce resources, but it will be important that the State put itself in a position to be a 
smart utiliser of appropriate new technologies as they become available. In the meantime, risk should be 
minimised through the portfolio approach described below. 

8. An appropriate portfolio exhibits several key features. In the present climate of uncertainty the need is 
to establish and sustain a portfolio of options that, in its entirety, is robust under a wide range of technical 
and commercial and/or policy settings. This involves promoting options on potential component 
technologies and emission reduction measures that exhibit the following characteristics: 

•  Feasibility: Feasibly deliver the target emissions reductions over the policy period 
•  Adaptability: Prepare the economy to be adaptable enough quickly and effectively to take up 

opportunitiesas they emerge 
•  Backup capacity: Retain back-up capacity in the event of difficulties (eg from international 

resource pressures) or the need for further action (eg in the light of new climate knowledge) 
•   No regrets/low risk: Involve no regrets/low risk and satisfy short-term needs while delaying large, 

irreversible commitments to uncertain technologies wherever possible 

•  Learning through experience: Learn about the relevant developments, including exploratory 
demonstration/pilot programs for the most promising options, and 

•  Building technological skill: Build technological and skill diversity so as to be in a position to take 
advantage of new technologies as uncertainties are resolved. 
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9. Brown coal can continue to play an important role. With appropriate technology and policy settings 
brown coal can continue to play an important role in Victoria's energy future. The precise extent of its role 
vis-a-vis black coal in the long run depends upon yet-to-be resolved issues about coal drying and retrofit 
and sequestration costs and capacity for both coal and black coal, but the broad medium term outlines 
are clear: 

•  In a carbon-constrained environment, the future of existing brown coal generation capacity to 2030 can 
be secured by retrofitting coal drying technology; the low cost structure of existing coal drying plants 
is underpinned by reduced emissions penalties from coal drying. 

•  All other things being equal geosequestration would differentially favour investment in new black coal 
generating capacity because of their lower capital costs compared to brown coal stations. 

•  Nevertheless, geosequestration applied to black coal plants underpins continuation of existing brown 
coal stations because the analysis shows that new black coal plants would substitute for existing black 
coal plants ahead of existing brown coal plants. This is because of brown coal's lower short-run 
operating costs and the availability of cheaper emissions abatement options. 

•  A countervailing consideration supporting brown coal's competitive position is the fact that black coal 
deposits do not enjoy the CO2 storage capacity offered by Bass Strait/Gippsland oil reservoirs. 

An important question on which further research is required is the scope for exploiting Victoria's vast 
brown coal resources for alternative uses (e.g. as a feedstock for synthetic fuels). 

 
10. Effective delivery of deep cuts in Victoria will require the development of a transparent and 

coherent legal framework that supports emerging technologies and sustained improvements in 
energy efficiency across a wide range of energy use sectors. Some of these are within the State's 
direct control while others involve exclusive or shared Commonwealth powers. 

11. Communication will be a critical component of the strategy. An active communication strategy is 
required to communicate to all Victorian stakeholders the purposes and content of the strategy, including 
the assessed costs of failure to act, what is being done, and how individuals can contribute. 

 

 Communicating Australia21  
In September 2005, Michael Ward chaired a roundtable of Australia21 “insiders” on the communication of 
Australia 21 ideas. 

The specific objectives for the day were to provide advice to the Australia 21 Board on the following: 

• How the board should now position the organization in Australian Society, 
• The strategies it should use in promulgating it's research findings. 
• The style of communication approach that Australia 21 should develop in relation to the broader 

Australian community and 
• The ongoing structures needed to manage these activities. 

It was agreed that "By 2010 Australia 21 will be "Trusted as the leading provider of inspiring ideas and 
solutions for Australia's future." 

The differentiation of Australia 21 is based upon its: 

• independent and non partisan structure, 
• its focus on evidence and science, 
• it's broad based multidisciplinary approach, 
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• its commitment to find solutions and propose action on big issues that bear on the nation's future 
and 

• it's construction of arguments and options that are tangible, hopeful, measurable and widely 
understood. 

Australia 21 should focus its energies on a limited number of issues that are critical to Australia's future. It 
should bring clarity to the issues using its interdisciplinary and inter-institutional networks and should expand 
frameworks for understanding the problems and prepare easily assimilable summaries based on the new 
evidence and insights that its programs offer. 

Australia 21 should seek to create new ways of solving problems using both overseas and local expertise and 
should encourage openness to change in positive and optimistic directions amongst policymakers and the 
general public. 

Australia 21's products should be consistent and transparent and the company should build its credibility both 
through the partners it chooses to sponsor its activities and the consistently high quality of the people who 
participate in its R and D networks and the products that are disseminated as Australia 21 branded products 

There is a perceived Australian vacuum of leadership on long term responses to problems which challenge 
our future. The community is anxious for evidence that serious thinkers, researchers and policymakers are 
adequately focussed, and pooling their expertise on the challenges and possible perils that may lie ahead. 
The challenges include climate change, ecosystem restoration, energy use, water availability, foreign policy, 
security, the realisation of young peoples' potential, inequity and the preservation and enhancement of civil 
society. Australia 21 should embark should be both a "wholesaler" and a "retailer" of ideas solutions and 
information about these issues across the nation. 

Youth Wellbeing  
 
In 2008, Australia21 Director, Richard Eckersley published under the Australia21 banner an important 
monograph which drew together a number of facets of his work on youth wellbeing and the realisation of 
potential. A summary of his findings in that report is given below. 
 
“The health and wellbeing of young people, an important indicator of Australia’s future population health, is 
declining. This development is of immense social significance. It has implications not only for how we deal 
with specific current concerns such as child abuse and neglect, obesity, media sexualisation of children, and 
binge drinking, but for national priorities and public policy more broadly. 
 

With the possible exception of increasing wealth, improving health is the most widely used measure of human 
progress. Wealth has only ever been a means to the end of a better life; health is a core component of that 
end. If health is not improving, it is hard to sustain the belief that, as a society we are making progress. 

The orthodox view of young people’s health and wellbeing is of a continuing improvement in line with historic 
trends. It rests mainly on two lines of evidence: declining death rates and high levels of self-reported health 
and happiness. Both measures are flawed. Mortality might once have been a good summary measure of 
overall health, but this is no longer true. In Australia, death now strikes very few young people: about 40 in 
every 100,000 each year. And trends in the major causes of death (especially the biggest killer, road 
accidents) do not necessarily reflect underlying changes in physical and mental health. 

High levels of self-reported health and happiness cannot be taken at face value. Self-reported health is not an 
accurate measure of health status: many people with serious health problems will still say their health is 
excellent or very good. Likewise, happiness measures do not reflect all aspects of wellbeing. 

The orthodox view underestimates the growing importance to overall health and wellbeing of non-fatal, 
chronic illness especially, in the case of young people, mental disorders. Research suggests 20-30% of 
young people (that is, 20-30,000 per 100,000) are suffering significant psychological distress at any one time, 
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with less severe stress-related symptoms such as frequent headaches, stomach-aches and insomnia 
affecting as many as 50%. Mental disorders are the largest contributor to the burden of disease in young 
Australians, measured as both death and disability, accounting for almost half the burden; this is far more 
than the second biggest contributor, injuries. The weight of evidence suggests that the prevalence of mental 
disorders has increased over successive generations of youth, as have some physical illnesses, notably 
diabetes, linked to rising levels of obesity. Violent crime is continuing to increase. 

The Australian Commission for the Future drew attention to concerns about young people’s health and 
wellbeing in a seminal report published twenty years ago. Comparing the situation then and now, there have 
been important successes, especially in turning around rising youth suicide and drug-related deaths. 
However, it appears that two decades of concerted policy intervention and substantial increases in health 
spending, and a long economic boom have not improved more fundamental features of young people’s 
resilience and wellbeing. 

The more tangible factors contributing to the decline in mental health include family conflict and breakdown, 
education and work pressures, media and technological impacts, dietary changes and environmental 
pollution. However, the causes also include cultural intangibles, such as excessive materialism and 
individualism. While young people are materially better off, and have more opportunities for education, leisure 
and travel than ever before, social and cultural changes have made it harder for them to develop a strong 
sense of identity, purpose, belonging and security: in short, to feel life is deeply meaningful and worthwhile. 

Closing the gap between the scale of policy responses and the magnitude of the challenge to optimise young 
people’s wellbeing will require more fundamental actions. These actions need to go well beyond specific 
health interventions. Examples include: 

• Conceptualising health as more than a matter of healthcare services, including shifting emphasis from the 
dominant, disease-focused, biomedical model of health to a preventative, social model. This should 
include increasing the proportion of the health budget allocated to prevention and public health from less 
than 2% in 2005 to, say, 5% by 2020. The tradition bias in medicine (including public health) against 
mental health also needs to be addressed.  

• Reorienting education to give it a clearer focus on increasing young people’s understanding of themselves 
and the world to promote human growth, development and wellbeing in the broadest sense. This should 
include making more use of innovative approaches like role-based inquiry, narrative, and experience- and 
issue-based learning.  

• Setting stricter standards for the corporate sector, especially the media and consumer industries, to uphold 
the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, which include the right ‘to protection from harmful 
influences, abuse and exploitation’. Concerns here go beyond junk food ads, ‘alcopops’ and the media 
sexualisation of children, to include the wholesale ‘commodification’ of childhood: the commercial 
manipulation and indoctrination of young people into an unhealthy, unsustainable, hyper-consumer 
lifestyle.  

• At the most fundamental, cultural level, changing the stories or narratives by which Australians define 
themselves, their lives and their goals. These changes should include making better health (in the 
broadest sense), not greater wealth the nation’s defining goal. This, in turn, would shift the emphasis of 
economic activity away from private consumption for short-term, personal gratification towards social 
investment in building a more equitable, healthy and sustainable way of life.  

Violence in Public Places 
  
In 2008, Australia21 was invited by the Victorian police Department to assist it in a consideration of the 
growing epidemic of violence in public places that were being experienced in that state and other parts of 
Australia. Richard Eckersley and the CEO of Australia21, Lynne Reeder, together planned and implemented 
a roundtable process to explore with key Victorian stakeholders the nature of the epidemic and possible 
approaches to it. Below is an extract from the report of the roundtable, which was held in December of that 
year 
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Australian States, including Victoria, have seen a recent upsurge in antisocial behaviour, including violence, 
in public places. Victoria Police commissioned Australia 21 to conducta roundtable and prepare a report on 
the issue. The roundtable participants came from arange of relevant scientific disciplines and Victorian 
Government departmentsand agencies with responsibility for policy development and implementation.  

There was agreement across all jurisdictions — police, ambulance, hospitals, courts and education — that 
there had been, in the past few years, a pronounced increase, not only in the incidence of violence, but also 
in its severity.  

Melbourne metropolitan ambulance records show cases of assault have roughly doubled since 1999 to over 
600 a month, with cases involving stabbings and gunshots jumping from about 50 to 100 a month. According 
to police, recorded assaults in the public domain in Victoria have increased by over 20% in the past five years 
to almost 14,000 a year; most of the increase is in night-time assaults. Much, but not all, of this violence is 
alcohol- and drug-related, and involves young people as both offenders and victims. The rise is part of a long-
term trend of increasing rates of violent crime (excluding homicide) in Australia.  

The upsurge in public violence is not readily explained. It is possible Australian society has reached a tipping 
point, where the confluence or conjunction of many social changes and developments — short-term and 
long-term, specific and broad — has produced social conditions conducive to violence.  

Explanations include: changes in alcohol and drug use; the huge growth of the night-time economy; a 24/7 
lifestyle; broad social changes relating to poverty and disadvantage, the family and parenting, 
communications technology and the media, and an individualistic, consumer culture; young people’s 
biological and social development; links between antisocial behaviour and other aspects of young people’s 
health and wellbeing; and the lack of sustained action to address the problem, coupled with a dearth of good 
research evidence in key areas.  

More specific issues include: industry deregulation and promotion of economic considerations over social 
goals; the failure of accords between licensees and authorities; inadequate public transport in entertainment 
precincts; parental over-protection or neglect; increased social expectations and pressures or social 
exclusion and alienation; a perception of violence as the norm, even fun; a lack of respect and empathy; and 
a sense of invulnerability and ignorance of human fragility.  

When it came to proposing solutions, some participants focused on more immediate, direct interventions to 
address public violence, others emphasised a broader, social-development perspective. Nevertheless, most, 
if not all, participants agreed on the need for a multi- dimensional strategy spanning timeframes, social scales 
and government jurisdictions.  

Key responses included  
• Developing a clearer "typology” of violence, which clearly identifies types of violence, the victims, the 

offenders, localities and backgrounds. 
• Achieving a better mix of regular three strategies that balance economic and social goals and 

objectives, combining informal and formal regulation and can be adapted to suit different localities. 
This mix should include stronger and enforceable regulation of licensed premises. 

• Providing the necessary focus, support and resources to tackle violence as has been done successfully 
with road safety. 

• Increased policing of randomly selected premises at random times and more targeted policing of 
problem premises. 

• Training bar staff in managing all aggressive behaviours, not just drunkenness. 
• Holding organises public events more responsible and accountable for the social and health costs of 

these events. 
• Exploring the use of peer court to involve young people in the court process. 
• Broadening the focus of the education system beyond academic achievement and vocational 

qualifications to make the curriculum more relevant to young people's lives and actions. 
• Introducing specific programs in schools to enhance the social and emotional well-being of students. 
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• Investing in increased parent education on parenting from birth to adolescents. 
• Recognising the contribution of the media and communications technologies to violence and acting to 

minimise these impacts. 
• Making more use of public education campaigns to promote notions like "look after your mates", "one 

patch can kill", or "weapons are for wimps". 
• Encouraging local communities to become more involved in crime prevention.” 

 

It is understood that a number of these recommendations have been implemented in Victoria and other parts 
of Australia since the Australia 21 report was widely distributed. 

  

Northern Development 
 
In 2008 questions were being asked across Australia about the possibility of development of a major food 
growing industry in Australia’s North. Australia 21 commissioned a discussion paper on the development of 
Northern Australia by Prof Stephen Garnett from the School for Environmental Research at the Charles 
Darwin University. The discussion paper considered the drivers of change in tropical Australia and a number 
of potential futures including a continuation of underdevelopment, degeneration of the North, development of 
the North as a rice bowl, the possibilities of it becoming a industrial powerhouse, and various possibilities for 
greater development of indigenous communities. 
 
 With the assistance of two Australia21 directors, Prof Helen Garnet and Mr Nick Stump, we convened a 
roundtable in Darwin of 37 experts from industry, government and academia, both from the north and the 
south and from the three jurisdictions and administer the North. The purpose of this discussion was to explore 
the principles that should guide future development of the North in the interests of all Australians. 
About 6.2% of Australia's population lives north of the Tropic of Capricorn and more than 20% of the 
population are indigenous. That proportion is increasing and their general health and life opportunities are 
disastrously worse than a nonindigenous counterparts in both the north and the south.  Extracts from the 
report included: 
 
“Governance of remote indigenous communities is in urgent need of reform. Australians everywhere are now 
aware that are deeply unsatisfactory situation now exists with respect to large numbers of first Australians 
and their capacity to live an acceptable life especially in the remote topics. While it is a source of much of 
Australia's mineral wealth, most of northern Australia suffers from a lack of infrastructure, inadequate 
governance, isolation, distance and sparse distribution of skills. 
 

A development planning process was proposed which should be initiated from the North, with substantial 
inputs of skills and experience from across the North, including indigenous groups, as well as the South. 
The planning process should result in a vision for the future of Northern Australia, which is widely 
understood and “owned” by all levels of government including communities in the North.  

There was recognition that the North’s mineral resources are still only partially tapped and identified and 
that it possesses extraordinary tropical environmental and marine assets including vast tracts of relatively 
undisturbed and intact ecosystems which will become increasingly valuable as a mechanism for carbon 
bio-sequestration as global carbon trading gets under way. There is the opportunity in the current state of 
underdevelopment of the North for a leading edge sustainable water management regime.  

This could be part of a process of getting development “right”, both socially and biotically and such 
development must be built on evidence provided from scientific research as well as an understanding 
from the lessons of history.  
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The North now presents Australia with exciting opportunities to build the essential services provided by 
ecosystems into the global economy, which inevitably degrades what is not economically valued. Valuing 
these services in an economic sense will provide new livelihoods and new opportunities for indigenous 
people to hone their landmanagement skills for use in the interests of all Australians.  

Northern Australia is an entry point to Southeast Asia. There will be both local and export benefits from 
building educational and research hubs in the North that arefocused on sustainable environmental 
management, global health and bio- security. As well as developing industries that add value to the 
primary products that come from the North, there is need to build upon the success stories that have 
combined indigenous interest in land and marine resources with best practice land and fire management.  

The North can become an international leader in the supply of ecosystem services. To realize its potential 
value to both Northern and Southern Australia, the North requires substantial investment in its 
infrastructure and in its untapped human capital. Its most important asset is that it is a unique and large 
environmental system that is, by comparison with tropical areas elsewhere, one of the least degraded in 
the world.  

The group endorsed 6 principles, which it believed should guide future development of the North and 
could underpin a coordinated new strategy for development of the North. These principles are:  

• Planning for relevant development should be led more from the North than it has been.  
• Planning for the development of the North should be subject to essential institutional strengthening and 

new approaches to governance which should be informed by the principle of subsidiarity. This principle 
asserts that while broad policy development will usually occur at high levels, implementation decisions 
should be made as close to the periphery, where they will have their effect, as is practicable.  

• Planning and management in the future must acceptably involve indigenous people who have been 
buffeted in the past by the good intentions and often, ignorance by those in position of planning authority 
in the South.  

• Planning and management for Northern development should be well-informed by science and research 
and by an inventory of what is valuable with respect to the natural resources of Northern Australia.  

• We must nurture and manage the natural assets and values which Northern Australia offers, including its 
world heritage, pristine ecosystems. A new approach that seeks to build the value of the ecosystem 
services that these intact ecosystems can and do provide to the Australian and global community should 
be a central component of future development of the North.  

• Government provided services should be at least as supportive to people and communities living in the 
North as they are to people and communities of equivalent size and remoteness in the South.  

Four working groups were established  to develop proposals consistent with these principles and it was 
agreed that a prior step would be to hold a separate consultation with aboriginal leaders. Unfortunately, 
despite considerable efforts it was not possible to bring the indigenous consultation to fruition . A 
submission was made to government authorities summarising the findings of the Roundtable discussion 
and the initiative from A21’s perspective petered out.  

Australia’s Resilience 
 
The board’s decision to build a sustained focus on Australia’s future resilience came from three sources; the 
first was a careful examination of threats facing Australian society by Ross Buckley’s group on Australia’s 
prosperity and security; the second was the findings of a roundtable  discussion  on ecological footprints that 
resulted in a project on “Tipping Points … to a Sustainable Australia?” in 2006  led by Dr Steven Cork and  
the third was our  invitation to Dr. Brian Walker to  join the board of Australia21.   
 
Brian Walker was the retired Director of the CSIRO Division of Wildlife Ecology.  He had become Chair of an 
Alliance of scientists around the world who were placing the resilience of complex systems into research 
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focus.  In the three years from 2006-2009, Resilience thinking became an important unifying theme of 
Australia21’s agenda. It has been a key element in discussions of Australia’s Health, Education and Early 
Childhood Development Systems and in a discussion we have promoted about the future development of 
Northern Australia. We have published and distributed several discussion papers on these topics and held 
Australia’s first national conference on the topic in February 2010.  
 
Briefly stated, resilience is the capacity of complex systems to respond to external 
shocks and insults without losing their essential functions and identity. This 
capacity is not a fixed entity, and resilience can be lost or enhanced in various ways, 
including changes in the composition of the system.  
 
The concept is increasingly being applied to man-made and social systems, having grown from new 
understandings about complex adaptive systems, many of which have come from the natural world. 
Resilience is not always a good thing. Sometimes a complex system needs to adapt and transform in 
response to external shock. Better understanding of complex systems, feedback loops and resilience thinking 
is urgently needed as the human world confronts the interwoven challenges of overpopulation, climate 
change, peak oil, and the fragility of man-made economic systems.  
 
After the publication of two discussion papers and the results of three roundtables, Australia 21 hosted the 
first national conference on resilience in Canberra in 2010. Day one of the conference was devoted to plenary 
presentations and day two to 4 workshops. Resilience was the overarching theme for each workshop which 
concentrated in workshop 1 on Health and Social Science; in workshop 2 on Environment and 
Agricultural/Water; in workshop 3 on Economy and Industry and in workshop 4 on 
Planning/Communities/Infrastructure. The conference was an enormous success both intellectually and 
financially, with a blend of public servants, academics, community and business registrants. Lynne Reidar 
invested massively in the process which also benefited greatly from the experience in the field from Brian 
Walker, Steve Cork, Ross Buckley, Mike Waller and others. 

Steve Cork became the managing editor of a book “Resilience and Trans Formation: Preparing Australia for 
Uncertain Futures”,  buiding from contributions of many of the speakers and workshop contributors. The book 
was published By CSIRO Publishing 2010 with 21 chapters 

Brian Walker wrote the foreword to the book and some extracts are given below: 

"It is not difficult to see why interest in resilience has emerged. Insights from scientific developments have 
related to awareness and ecosystems, social systems and linked social-ecological systems (such as 
agricultural regions, urban complexes or commercial fisheries) behave like complex adaptive systems. That is, 
they are self organising within limits. There are two important outcomes of this system is behaviour: 1. It is 
not possible to control the dynamics of such systems rigidly (they shift and change and reorganise if one 
party is held constant or optimised) and furthermore attempting to do so reduces their ability to absorb shocks 
(i.e. They need to change and be in order to remain resilient); and 2. There are limits to how much systems 
can change and still recover – the measure of a systems resilience is the size of a shock, the amount of 
change which that system can still continue to function in much the same kind of way. 

This increasing scientific understanding and awareness is occurring at the same time that society's leaders 
are becoming increasingly concerned about their ability to cope with a number of looming global and regional 
scale threats – climate change, pandemics, market collapses, people, ocean acidification, collapsing fisheries, 
water wars, terrorist activity to name some. We cannot prevent or even predict most of them. Defence and 
security organisations recognise that big walls and more armaments and not the solution; the priorities to 
enhance our capacity to cope with whatever shocks occur. In other words the need is to build resilience. We 
need a resilient food production system, resilient energy, water and transport systems, resilient cities and 
health and education systems. On the side that many of these systems are less resilient now than they have 
been… 
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It is very timely that Australia 21 has initiated this enquiry into resilience and what it means for our strategic 
development. The enquiry began with a roundtable in Sydney in 2007 which resulted in an Australia 21 
working paper ("How resilient is australia?") 

This book follows that initial effort. The chapters are an eclectic mix, chosen to cover a range of issues in 
which resilience plays a central role. They are not intended to be a complete or definitive set, but collectively 
they raise the issues that Australia needs to address at all levels of society if we are to develop long trajectory 
of non-declining human well-being. 

 

Resilience is not some new fad and it should not be seen as the solution or the way to approach development. 
It is one important way to help resolve the difficulties we face. What is needed in Australia and in the world 
today is an attitude of complementarity in regard to proposed solutions to problems – how can resilience, 
together with other economic, social and technological approaches help? It is not that other solutions are 
wrong; the problem is that all the individual solutions are partial and bringing consideration of resilience and 
complex systems dynamics will increase our chances of finding durable solutions.” 
 
In a masterly review of the key recommendations emerging from the 21 chapters of the book, Steve Cork 
distilled the following overarching recommendations. 

• Recognise, and learn from, the substantial body of information that now exists on personal, 
organisational and societal resilience in the face of recent and past environmental social and 
economic challenges. 

• Develop and apply societal and organisational governance processes that promote rather than inhibit 
resilience. 

• Invest appropriate time and resources identifying what is really resilient to what pressures whether the 
government or other sectors. 

• Recognise that resilience is about more than the risk assessment and expand the scope of preparing 
for the future to include the ability to deal with the unexpected and unimaginable. 

• Recognise that resilience can be not only desirable but also undesirable. 
• Address declining reserves: consider what levels of reserves of human and other resources and 

diversity of ideas and approaches are needed for a resilient/and take steps to increase these were 
levels are low. 

• Consider systems and scales above and below the one currently under scrutiny. 
• Develop a new approach to national security, prosperity and well-being. 
• Develop  nation building response plans to address a number of interrelated challenges across all 

sectors of Australian society. 
• Especially with respect to Australia's cities, take steps to achieve efficient energy and water use, 

carbon neutrality, eco-efficiency, greater productivity and satisfaction of human cultural and other 
social needs 

Childhood pneumonia in developing countries 
 
In 2008 after a visit to Iceland for the International meeting on Pneumococcal Disease, a field in which I had 
invested much of my own personal academic career, I put it to my Board colleagues that  in my  view there 
was  a major challenge (and for me, unfinished business) in the field  of childhood  pneumonia and that I 
would like to  use the Australia21 vehicle to  build a national network of expertise that could assist in the 
development of a Global Action Program  in the control of avoidable mortality from pneumonia in developing 
countries.     
 
This resulted in two roundtables supported by AusAID and three vaccine manufacturers and the development 
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of a vigorous network of Australian experts led by Professor Alan Cripps at Griffith University and with 
representatives from, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea, exploring ways of avoiding as many as a million 
preventable  child deaths in developing countries.    
 
A discernible outcome from this initiative has been the development of an international online journal 
“Pneumonia” published by Griffith University with Professor Cripps as Editor in Chief and a number of  
participants in the two Roundtables as members of the Advisory Board 
 

Submissions to Prime Ministers’ 2020 Summit 
Shortly after his election to the Prime Ministership, Kevin Rudd convened a national summit to prepare for the 
year 2020.  
 
The summit was convened around 10 themes:  
1. The Productivity Agenda  
2. The Future Of The Australian Economy,  
3. Population, Sustainability, Climate Change And Water,  
4. Future Directions For Rural Industries And Rural Communities,  
5. A Long-Term Health Strategy Including The Challenges Of Preventative    Health, Workforce Planning 

And The Ageing Population;  
6. Strengthening Communities, Supporting Families And Social Inclusion.  
7. Options for the future of indigenous Australia;  
8. Towards A Creative Australia: The Future Of The Arts, Film And Design;  
9. The Future Of Australian Governance, Renewed Democracy, A More Open Government Including The 

Structure Of The Federation And The Rights And Responsibilities Of Citizens 
10. Australia's Future Security And Prosperity In A Rapidly Changing Region And World. 
 
In response, Australia 21 prepared eight submissions based on active programs that were then in operation. 
For each of the submissions we nominated a Director or fellow as spokesperson and provided details for the 
submissions from workshops and publications that Australia21 had produced in the preceding eight years.  
 
The submissions included 
1. Rethinking Australia in the context of global change. 
2. Reducing rigidity and enhancing resilience to prepare Australia for a century of change and challenge. 
3. Threats to Australia's security and prosperity. 
4. Adapting to climate change while minimising technology and economic risk. 
5. Resilience, rigidity and the Australian health and education systems. 
6. Valuing ecosystems: proposal for a national strategy to be to merge environment and economy. 
7. Young people foreshadow decline in population health stop 
8. Towards a sustainable and resilient northern Australia. 
 
A great deal of work was expended at short notice on the preparation of these submissions and a huge effort 
went into the organisation of the summit which was co-chaired  with the Prime Minister by our patron Glyn 
Davis 
 
The meeting of 1000 summiteers resulted in a final report of over 400 pages of recommendations for action.  
 
Although the Prime Minister undertook to give a detailed response to all proposals, his Prime Ministership 
was in trouble and  few of the recommendations were implemented. 
The report is an important statement of what thoughtful people across Australia were saying in 2008 about 
the future. 
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The Resilience of Early Childcare systems. 
The vital importance of child care, education, health and welfare systems and community services in 
contributing to healthy, well-adjusted, productively functioning and law abiding citizens who are able to 
contribute and participate optimally in community life is now widely accepted and increasingly well 
understood in Australia. So is the fact that early behavioral patterns greatly influence infants in the later years 
of life. Because the social and emotional well-being of young people in Australia are declining, urgent 
attention is now being paid to the systems which support and nurture Australian children from before birth to 
the age of 8 years . High priority has been accorded to this issue by all Australian governments, particularly 
through the Council of Australian Governments (COAG).  

A roundtable discussion was held in Adelaide on Friday 24th of October 2008, convened by Australia 21 as 
part of its program of work on the Resilience of Australia's Health and Education Systems.  Theresa Burgess 
from Adelaide joined the team as Australia21 scholar in early childhood issues . The meeting took place 
following a recent review of early childhood development in South Australia by the 2007 Thinker in 
Residence, Dr. Fraser Mustard. In his report entitled “Investing in the early years: closing the gap between 
what we know and what we do”, Mustard developed a series of recommendations that have been supported 
by the South Australian Government and could transform quite radically, the quality of interactions between 
families and institutions not only in South Australia, but, in view of the Federal Government’s commitment to 
reform in this area, across the nation.  

The roundtable sought answers to two questions:  

•  What are the key resilience issues impacting on the development of an Australian integrated early 
childhood system (incorporating education, parenting support, child care, child health and child 
development)?  

•  How can Resilience Theory assist in addressing systems issues such as funding, governance, workforce, 
community ownership, operation and quality assurance?  

The 40 participants included national and international experts on resilience, representatives from both state 
and federal agencies who work in early childhood development; researchers, community/community services 
representatives and private practitioners. In preparation for the meeting participants received two discussion 
papers, the report by Fraser Mustard, an Australia 21 monograph on the question “How Resilient is Australia? 
" and a series of dot-points prepared by invitees in response to the roundtable questions. The roundtable 
discussion was structured around small group and plenary discussion of the two questions.  

The meeting agreed that the resilience lens offers new insights into what is happening and what could 
happen in the reform agenda that is now under way. Because it informs issues such as adaptability and 
transformability, it forces answers to system questions such as  

• What precisely is the current Australian child development system?  
• What is it attempting to accomplish?  
• What are its component parts?  
• How do these systems interact with the child and the family?  
• How universally accessible are they? 
• What is the role of the health system in ensuring early childhood development?  
• What are the factors which threaten their collapse in the face of external shocks, their adaptability and 

their capacity to transform to (a) more desirable system(s)?  

The group recognized that in Australia there is now a once in a lifetime opportunity to evolve quickly towards 
a new, resilient and equitable national system that places the healthy development of children at the very top 
of the national agenda. Australia cannot afford to squander this opportunity and allow the reforms that are 
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under way to implement incremental changes to the current vagaries and inconsistencies of terminology, 
legislation, political fragmentation, accountability and funding that are operating at present.  

There are a number of innovative and exciting strategies and activities currently under development at both 
state and federal levels in areas related to early childhood, particularly education, health and child protection. 
These are being developed by governments, non-government organisations and the private sector, and they 
are building on lessons learned and new evidence becoming available both in Australia and internationally. It 
will be key for the future development of an effective and efficient system that an overarching framework 
which links and builds on these activities is developed, or the current fragmentation of services and systems 
will continue. It should be noted that it is the system that is required to change, not merely the services and 
bureaucracy which are parts of the system.  

A newly structured, resilient Australian early childhood development system needs to be self organizing, 
comprehensive, and capable of adaptation and transformation as needs arise. It needs to have the child and 
ideally a loving family and socially inclusive community at its operational centre. It needs a comprehensive 
information system to support it and to monitor its impact. It should be integrated within the local community, 
incorporate mechanisms for accountability with and to that community, and be responsive to families’ need 
for, and right to choice.  

Developing a system which is equitable, universal and integrated will require very substantial changes in 
current legislation, workforce, monitoring, and funding mechanisms. Design of the new system needs to build 
on growing understanding of the operation and resilience of complex adaptive systems. A successful early 
childhood development policy would increase Australia's capacity to compete in the globalized knowledge 
based economies of the 21st-century  

Managing the transition towards the situation envisaged by Fraser Mustard where there could be a reduction 
by 50% in 20 years of the cost of mental health, addiction, crime and violence will require national leadership 
at the highest political level as well as in local communities. Champions for the new system will be needed 
and there is need for national conversations on the topic and its importance.  

The group discussed systemic actions needed at federal, state and local levels to create the new national 
system from the many systems that currently contribute to early childhood development. It was agreed that 
this development will be as revolutionary and significant in its impact on Australian life as was the introduction 
of universal primary schooling for Australian children in the nineteenth century.  

The new system should be seen as a continuum from the pre-birth period through birth to 8 years of age, 
without the current artificial divisions of antenatal, 0 - 4 years (currently comprising mainly child care), 4 – 5 
years (with significant early childhood learning input) and 5 – 8 years of junior primary school.  

The following strategies were identified as requiring broader discussion:  

• A national summit to produce an overarching national statement/charter of commitment/intent 
regarding the importance of early childhood development and the philosophy which guides the 
national child development policy.  

• The development of a set of nationally agreed outcomes for early childhood care and development, 
and the concurrent development of mechanisms for monitoring these and evaluating their outcomes  

• Elevation of early childhood care and development to full Cabinet status in each jurisdiction around 
Australia.  

• Development of a semi-autonomous authority that will be responsible for monitoring progress and 
providing financial and information levers to assist in management of the system.  

• Audit and rewrite large areas of legislation at both federal and state levels to meet the objectives of 
the new system.  

• Integration into the new system, not only of child care and early learning principles and practice, but 
also mechanisms for the effective integration of child protection and child and family health systems.  

• Development of linkages within local communities and business.  
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Australia 21 developed an Early Childhood Learning and Development Advisory Committee to deal in more 
detail with the matters and questions raised in the Roundtable and to promote consideration of the proposed 
key strategies. The initiative was led by Professor Grahanm Vimpani in Newcastle. However, lack of 
resources meant that this  promising initiative did not progress.  

Lynne Reeder and Next Big Questions 
 
In 2008, we made the leap of faith and appointed Dr Lynne Reeder as our Executive Director. Lynne injected 
an air of professionalism into the organisation and helped the board to develop a new image and a range of 
new activities and approaches to address our charter.   
 
One of these activities was the “Next Big Questions” project which helped to attract big Australian thinkers, 
young people and the wider Australian public into the Australia21 challenge of considering what are the most 
serious questions that face Australia in the 21st century.  

The Next Big Question project, launched in April 2009, brought together Nobel Laureate - Prof Peter Doherty; 
Australia’s Chief Scientist – Prof Penny Sackett; and former Australian of the Year and Child Advocate – Prof 
Fiona Stanley – who asked their next big question, identified its importance, and its implications for Australia’s 
future.  

The project was officially launched by eminent Australian scientist Prof Frank Fenner,  Quickly we 
accumulated 40 NBQ’s on our website which are grouped below into 4 groups  

Environmental concerns  

• Can humanity mobilise the talent and resources needed to find and implement sustainable solutions 
to climate change?  

• With all Australia’s prime land for renewable energy production why is it that this vital resource is not 
being correctly used, and how can Australia’s youth who will have to deal with the effects of 
environmental change be involved in today’s decisions for our future?  

• How will we continue to better our lives without polluting the environment that supports us?  
• What human populations are long-term physically sustainable in each geographic region of the Planet 

Earth?  
• How can we feed an increasingly urban humanity given the changes and stress in the agricultural and 

transport sectors?  
• How do we identify and maintain a sustainable global population?  
• Is it technically and economically feasible to transport water from the Burdekin River to the Murray 

River?  
• Is the rapid expansion of the human population depleting resources and impacting climate change?  
• How can we act quickly and collectively to reverse the impact of climate change for future 

generations?  
• Are those who are starting discussion on the matter of environmental refugees into Australia being 

listened to and are we heeding their warnings of the impact (socially and Are the warnings that climate 
change is not isolated to weather events being listened to?  

• How can we best achieve a stabilisation of greenhouse gas emissions? And what level is achievable 
by when?  

• Ιs it time for new state boundaries to be defined in regards to the various problems now present in 
climate change, river flows and their usage, population explosion etc.  

• How will we handle the refugees from Australia's coasts who suddenly have to move inland without 
notice as the oceans quickly rise to 5 - 30 metres without advance warning?  

Social Issues  
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• How do we challenge the acceptance of violent behaviour, which is escalating around the country? (  
• What is Australia going to do to halt the alarming decline in health and social indicators for children 

and young people in Australia?  
• What is the role of NGOs in building social inclusion?  
• How do we build an inclusive Australian society which respects a diversity of dentities?  
• How will we manage the tensions and complexity inherent to the dual imperatives of future growth and 

distributional justice?  
• What are we, as a nation, doing to support the dire needs of the most disadvantaged people in our 

communities?  
• How are Australia’s young people going to participate in helping to find solutions to the challenges that 

society faces? (event)  
• What do you see as the chief barriers to continuing with high school education and participating in 

tertiary education for school students in regional areas of Australia? In particular, do you think that 
students in the early years of high school (Year 8 and 9) have high enough aspirations in continuing 
their education?  

• How can Australia improve its current asylum-seeking process?  

Cultural change  

• How can we move to build more sustainable societies?  
• What are the best measures of a good life?  
• What are the things that are really holding us back from shaping the futures about which we so often 

speak?  
• How should we govern Australia within a federal framework?  
• Will Australia join the rest of the world and agree to a national charter of φundamental human rights 

and values  
• Which of the values that formerly served a society well can continue to be maintained under new 

changed circumstances? Which of those treasured values must instead be jettisoned? What ‘new’ 
values must be articulated and fostered?  

• How can we make a concerted effort to preserve the many fine aspects of life in Australia, before they 
are irreparably damaged?  

• Are there ways forward that recognise apparently competing issues?  
• Should Australia have a national charter of rights, and would it lead to the development of a human 

rights culture?  
• Should we review the division of powers and state governments be abolished?  

Economic considerations  

• How do we as a nation enable indigenous traditional knowledge to be utilised as an asset that will 
facilitate economic self-sufficiency for indigenous Australians?  

• What is the impact of the economic crisis on corporate responsibility?  
• Are the new corporate responsibility values emerging from the financial crisis – short term survival or 

sustainable practice?  
• Can we construct economic systems that are more stable and equitable in the world, particularly in a 

world that sees the population peaking in the mid- century?  
• Is it possible that the current economic downturn might actually be good for τhe environment and the 

future of many currently threatened species?  

Youth Priorities  

Australia 21 in collaboration with the Australian Youth Forum tested the next big questions approach on 
young people. 40  “next big questions were submitted by young people and 600 participants voted on what 
they saw to be the most important questions. The five issues voted most important were 1.  decreasing the 
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cost of university degrees, 2.more  awareness of the problems facing indigenous Australians 3. The gap 
between indigenous and non- indigenous communities 4. Climate change  and 5 Bullying 

Emissions reduction Forum 
 
2010 was a turbulent year in Australian politics. Following the unsuccessful Copenhagen discussions on 
climate change, Prime Minister Kevin Rudd under pressure from his Cabinet colleagues dropped his 
commitment to an emissions trading scheme. He was replaced by Prime Minister Julia Gillard and an election 
was in the wind. 
 
In late April 2010 Australia21 held a board reception at the National press club to host a conversation on 
climate change and emissions trading schemes. Prof Warwick McKibben, a strong advocate for emissions 
trading was questioned at length by journalist Lenore Taylor on ways forward. 
 
Arising from that event, Australia21 joined forces with Universities Australia and the National Business 
Leaders Forum on Sustainable Development to host a roundtable at ANU which was held on 12 July 2010. 
The participants in that discussion included Prof McKibbin and a wide ranging group of experts from 
academia, industry and former government officials.  
 
The following are extracts from the executive summary of the report that was sent to leading politicians of all 
parties contesting the upcoming elections. 
 
"The purpose of the meeting was to define how Australia could most effectively reduce greenhouse gases 
emissions in the aftermath of the Copenhagen discussions and the deferral of the government's carbon 
pollution reduction scheme. The participants included climatologists economists and policy experts from a 
range of national institutions and businesses.  
 
A brief review of the scientific consensus about climate change and Australia's response to date, reaffirmed 
that climate change is a public policy issue requiring urgent attention. Furthermore, far from being a world 
leader on the matter, Australia is now lagging behind many other developed and developing nations including 
China and the United States in producing mechanisms to mitigate and adapt to global warming. Yet the 
Australian electorate seemingly remains impatient for effective action. 
 
The science clearly indicates that there is likely to be increased danger with increased warming and the need 
to move away from the notion of safety and towards the nation of a resilient society. There is the likelihood 
that feedback effects that are relatively unpredictable in the timing of onset could lead to tipping points that 
would produce irreversible changes to our landscape and our ecosystems and place additional stresses on 
Australia's regional and urban infrastructure and its food production systems. 
 
It was concluded that we must develop plans for adaptation, mitigation and transformation in our national 
response to these changes, recognising that the climate of the future will hold a likelihood of high impact – 
low probability events, of which the recent Gulf of Mexico oil spill is a striking example. 
 
Much of the discussion centred on the potential role of carbon pricing in constraining greenhouse emissions 
and the practicability of various pricing approaches, including different ways of moving progressively from 
where we are now to a situation where a carbon price will result in trading of emissions entitlement as well as 
real reductions in the nation's emissions – which are still continuing to rise. A known and predictable price will 
offer business a clear understanding of the future costs they face, and will also facilitate investment in 
innovation in nonpolluting energy production. Pricing could be introduced without disturbing the budget 
bottom line and made appealing to the public and industry if the property rights on emissions are distributed 
effectively. 
 
There was firm agreement that a new national narrative on emissions reduction should be developed and on 
the importance of depoliticusing the debate so as to reflect the magnitude of the environmental, economic 
and social aspects of changes to our climate 
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While regulation for energy efficiency and strategic men roadmaps for alternative energy technologies are 
vital complementary elements of climate policy development, the meeting concluded that Australia should 
develop a pricing and market mechanism to win the support of the vast majority of Australians. A pricing and 
marketing mechanism reduced business uncertainty and increase incentives for investment at the same time 
it contributes to record an essential reduction in emissions. 
There are a number of ways this could happen and it should commence now. 
An independent institution to manage a carbon price could assist in informing the carbon market and in 
educating the community. Any such institutional structure should be arm's-length from the political process in 
much the same way as the reserve bank manager's monetary policy. 
The group is concerned that the way this policy is currently being handled and urges all political parties to 
work together to produce an effective carbon pricing policy. All political parties should engage in the scale 
and management required to create Australia as a low carbon society and to bring it into the centre ground of 
national policy. 
 
The forum has offered to support all parties to assist them to build an attractive and common pricing 
mechanism into the policy platforms. 

10th anniversary dinner March 2011 
 
Here are my remarks at the 10th anniversary dinner in March 2011 when I stepped down from 10 years as 
Chair of the organization and welcomed Dr Richard Hames who had that day been appointed by the Board 
as my successor. 
 
Australia21 grew from a challenge thrown to Jane Dixon, Richard Eckersley and me by Fraser Mustard, the 
founder of the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research during 2000 when he was in Australia and I was on 
the verge of retirement from an academic post at ANU.  In 2001 I spent several weeks in Canada learning the 
basis of that unique organization which has greatly influenced public policy in Canada and across the 
world for about thirty years.  
 
I returned to Canada a year later when the Canadian Institute was celebrating its 20th anniversary. The 
occasional speaker at the dinner was Thomas Homer Dixon and his theme was the one that led to his 2006 
best-selling book entitled “The upside of down”.  
 
Dixon spoke of a series of tectonic stresses, which now confront global society including climate change, 
declining new supplies of oil, gross inequalities between nations and within them, over-population, the fragile 
economic system, the destruction of ecosystems and the challenge of feeding a human population that is 
continuing to grow at the rate of 80 million people each year.  
 
The secret of the Canadian Institute has been its independence and its ability to convene multi-disciplinary 
networks of outstanding thinkers and researchers from across North America to explore unresolved problems 
facing the world.  Its central task and purpose is to expand frameworks for understanding complex questions 
and problems. 
 
The six founding directors of Australia21 were Paul Barratt, Fiona Stanley, Richard Eckersley, Jane Dixon, 
Michael Ward and me. We adopted a number of the principles, which powered the Canadian 
Institute.  And the territory identified by Homer Dixon helped us to define the intellectual space in which we 
began our work 
 
Four of the founding directors are still on the board. Fiona Stanley retired from the board when she became 
Australian of the Year and sadly I recently attended the funeral of Michael Ward, who died at the untimely 
age of 51 on New Years Day this year. Last year we held the Michael Ward symposium on Health and 
Resilience to honor Michael’s stunning attributes and he was an active contributor to it. 
 
So what have accomplished in 10 years? Briefly, much more than many thought we would, and much less 
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than our board, that now includes 15 Directors from 6 of the 8 states and territories of Australia, would have 
liked.  We have worked on four themes. Australia in the World, Australians in the Landscape, Australians in 
Society and Building Australian Resilience, and held a total of 50 major Roundtables, conferences, 
networking breakfasts and receptions.   
 
These events have been held in every state and territory and have involved about 600 senior thinkers and 
researchers from academia, the public sector, business and the community. We have published and 
distributed widely, 9 annual reports, two books, and twenty discussion papers. Our email list of influential 
Australians now numbers 900, to whom we send regular updates, and we have been able to establish 
modest office space in a disused school at Weston and have had generous support from 
PricewaterhouseCoopers and ANU for use of conference and meeting facilities. 
 
We have brought to bear on several of the issues identified by Homer Dixon a multidisciplinary perspective, 
focusing on the policy implications of scientific understanding of this gathering storm of interconnected 
problems.  
 
Glyn Davis joined our board in September 2001 after hosting our first round table on Sustainable 
Development on his last day as head of the Queensland Premiers Department. That meeting led to a year 
long public internet conference that culminated in a one day conference in the Academy of Science and the 
publication of a book in collaboration with CSIRO, the Nature and Society Forum and Sustainable Population 
Australia entitled “In Search of Sustainability”. Glyn moved from the Board after 7 years to become the 
company’s patron in 2008.  
 
Graeme Pearman following his retirement from CSIRO as head of its Climate Change Division has led our 
climate change work with Paul Barratt and Mike Waller. The work resulted in important consultancies to the 
Victorian and Queensland governments and has placed the organization at the centre of many recent 
discussions on carbon pricing. 
 
Following a Roundtable in 2002 on Human Wellbeing, Richard Eckersley assumed leadership of our theme 
on Australians in Society. We know that this work has contributed to government thinking both here and 
overseas.  
 
 A Roundtable on “The Living Planet” in 2003 was the progenitor of seven years of work on Ecosystems and 
the service they provide to Australians. This work has been led by strong team that has included Mr Geoff 
Gorrie, Professor Mike Archer, Mr Peter Ampt and two Australia21 Scholars, Philippa Rowland and Simone 
Maynard. We are currently working on several fronts to help to see these services built into the national 
economy. 
 
Our work on Australia in the World began with a Melbourne Roundtable cosponsored with the Foundation for 
International Development. The program was vigorously led by Prof. Ross Buckley for three years and 
concentrated on Threats to the security of Australian and the surrounding region. Buckley’s group then joined 
forces with Dr Steve Cork and Dr. Brian Walker to commence our initiative on Australia’s Resilience 
 
The resilience theme also led us to explore with assistance of the South Australian Health Department and 
the University of Adelaide, the Resilience of Australia's Health and Education systems. We have had a 
particular focus on early childhood development. Teresa Burgess from the University of Adelaide has played 
a key role in this work as has Professor Graham Vimpani at the University of Newcastle 
 
Resilience was becoming a common theme across much of our work and last year we held a national 
conference on the subject. That conference and a subsequent book published under the editorship of Steve 
Cork and our resilience team, by CSIRO Publishing has helped to place Resilience on the national agenda, 
now involving Australian governments at all levels. 
 
Another strand of our international work has been a program on the control of childhood pneumonia in 
Indonesia and Papua New Guinea. This work which has occupied me and an international committee chaired 
by Professor Alan Cripps from Griffith University, culminated in Tri-nation meeting on control of mortality in 
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early childhood in 2009.  The group is working to establish a regional program with UNICEF support.  
 
With assistance from the Charles Darwin, Curtin and Queensland universities and leadership from Mr. Nick 
Stump and Prof. Helen Garnett, and Associate Professor Anita Le Hong, Australia21 has held a major 
roundtable and a series of meetings on the Development of Northern Australia. This work was submitted to 
the Northern Land and Water Task Force and remains incomplete, as we would still like to involve a cross 
section of indigenous leaders in a discussion of the six key principles for Development of the North that 
emerged from the multidisciplinary discussions.  
 
Board Members Jim Varghese and Deb Lavis and Lynne Reeder have worked with Mr. Gary Saliba and a 
number of others on the Australia21 Development Committee in the past five years. This team has been 
responsible for a visible and ongoing program on Australia's Next Big Questions. Some of Australia's leading 
intellectuals have recorded their next big questions for Australia's future and we have also been involved with 
the Department of Youth Affairs and a national internet forum of young people making their contributions to 
what is now a large database of big questions.  These are expected to provide the basis for new activity in 
the next phase of Australia21.  
 
Much Board time and effort has been expended on finding funding for our modest infrastructure and our 
activities. Our two founding donors were my financial advisors Berkeley Associates and the Pratt Foundation 
without whose trust in our shared dream, Australia21 could never have begun. Great efforts have been 
committed to the funding challenge by Paul Barratt, who chairs the finance committee, and Directors, Patrick 
O'Leary and Simon McCann Our average annual income for the past five years has been around  $200 K per 
annum. We remain ever hopeful, like our Canadian forebears, of finding high net worth individuals who will 
help the organization to reach its potential by helping us reach an untied income of at least $3 million per 
annum. 
 
We have worked in close partnership and received in kind and financial support from seven universities: 
ANU, Melbourne, Queensland, Griffith, Adelaide Curtin and Charles Darwin on a number of our projects and 
have linked with Universities Australia and the National Business Leaders Forum on sustainability in a joint 
workshop on carbon emissions held last year. Kurt Lambeck was a member of our Board for a number of 
years before becoming President of the Australian Academy of Science and we have been recently exploring 
ways of working jointly with Australia’s learned academies. 
 
In the early years we were supported part time by Ron D’ Souza who performed marvelous service as our 
administrative officer. In 2007 when Ron moved interstate, Lynne Reeder became our Executive Director and 
has played an absolutely pivotal role in building the company's profile and its networks.  
 
10 years from our beginning, the tectonic stresses, which Homer Dixon identified are becoming more 
intrusive on the world we inhabit. Our world desperately needs new frameworks for understanding and action 
on these matters. The need for trans-disciplinary thinking and innovative solutions to social, biophysical, 
geopolitical and new economic thinking has never been greater. 
 
For me this has been a truly exciting intellectual journey into fields quite outside my earlier expertise. I am 
enormously grateful to all the outstanding people in the Australia21 family with whom I have shared this 
journey. I think we have made a good start but the work has only just commenced. 
 
The spectrum of problems that Homer Dixon referred to, when they are considered collectively are deeply 
sobering.   Australia21 has helped to make them visible but our politicians seem only partially to understand 
them and the broader community still has little appreciation of their seriousness. The challenges now demand 
a much more robust organization and I am delighted to be handing over responsibility for making that happen 
to a man who has a very strong track record both on the national and international scenes, for making very 
important things happen. I am thoroughly excited at the fact that Richard Hames is assuming leadership of 
our organization. 
 
Our human world is at a fork in the road. We can either continue on the path of “business as usual”, or we 
can attempt to engineer a transformation in the mindset of our nation, which could give us a fighting chance 
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of avoiding a chaotic future.  I think the focus needs to be increasingly on building a new economic system 
that places the wellbeing of humans and the environment at its core. That is manifestly not a description of 
the present system. 
 
We need to continue fearlessly to cross the disciplinary and institutional barriers, acting at the interface 
between science, policy, community and the national mindset. We must innovate and think adventurously 
well outside the way we do things now. The combination of population and economic growth has brought 
humanity to a point of crisis.  
 
Incremental adaptive change will not be sufficient in the coming decade to avert deeply unpleasant futures. 
We are an endlessly innovative species and I remain optimistic that we can, as species, engineer the 
transformative changes that are now essential. 
 

Rapid transfer of Chair to Paul Barratt and CEO post to Lyn Stephens 
 
Dr Richard Hames came to the chairmanship of Australia21 in March 2011 with the unanimous support of the 
board. He had a strong record of international organizational entrepreneurship and was planning to return to 
Australia from Thailand where he was living, and had indicated enthusiasm to provide leadership in the areas 
of our interest after participating as a member of the Board for six months.  It became quickly apparent 
however, shortly after his election, that he had very different ideas and aspirations for the future development 
of the organization from those of the executive officer, Lynne Reeder (who resigned her post), and the other 
members of the board.  Furthermore, he was now proposing to lead the organisation from his base in 
Thailand rather than in Melbourne, where he had previously intended to settle.  
 
At a board meeting in June 2011, three months after he had taken up his appointment, when it became clear 
that he no longer had the confidence of the board, he resigned and Paul Barratt a founding director of the 
organisation was unanimously appointed to chair the board.  
 
Paul led the organisation through a very difficult phase. We had lost Lynne Reeder and one of our founding 
Directors, Jane Dixon.  Lynne had provided superb leadership and management skills as CEO and had 
accepted a new post in Melbourne.  The  organisation was not in strong financial health. For several months, 
the office was managed by Rachel Oliphant, who kept the formal processes of the organisation ticking over 
but no new projects were commenced for some months. 
 
In late 2011 we were fortunate to secure the part-time services of Lyn Stephens as CEO. Lyn has proved to 
be a marvellous asset to the organization ever since and Lynne Reeder has returned to the board as a 
Director. 
 

Illicit Drug Policy 
 
In late 2011 an anonymous donor approached Australia 21 with the suggestion that illicit drug policy 
was in urgent need of multidisciplinary attention and that he would be willing to provide financial  
support  for such a venture by Australia 21.  
 
This was an area in which I had some personal experience having, during the late 90s, provided the 
academic  base at ANU  for an initiative to provide people addicted to heroin with legal supplies of 
the drug. 
 
The heroin initiative (that was later tested extensively in Europe and found to be highly successful) 
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was ruled out by the Howard government, which maintained that this was  "sending the wrong 
message.”  The Government then unleashed a reinforcement of the “tough on drugs” approach, 
which had characterised the prohibition movement for 30 years. 
 
The  Australia21 board commissioned a discussion paper by Dr David MacDonald ,a researcher 
who had been active in the field for several decades and convened a roundtable with the assistance 
of the University of Sydney in January 2012.  
 
The Executive summary of the report of the Roundtable  titled “The Prohibition of Illicit Drugs is  
killing and criminalising our children and we are all letting it happen”,  stated:  
 
"It is time to reopen the national debate about drug use, its regulation and control. In June 2011 a 
prestigious Global Commission stated that the 40 year "War on Drugs" has failed with devastating 
consequences for individuals and societies around the world. It urged all countries to look at the 
issue and new. 
 
In response, Australia 21 convened a meeting of former senior Australian politicians and experts on 
drug policy to explore the principles and recommendations that were enunciated by the global 
commission. The group included two young student leaders, a former senior prosecutor, a former 
head of the Australian federal police, representatives of Families and Friends for drug law reform 
and a leading businessman. 
 
The Australian group agreed with the Global Commission that the international and Australian 
prohibition of the use of certain illicit drugs has failed comprehensively. By making the supply and 
use of certain drugs criminal acts, governments everywhere have driven production and 
consumption underground and have fostered the development of a criminal industry that is 
corrupting civil society and governments and killing children. By defining the personal use and 
possession of certain psychoactive drugs as criminal acts, governments have also avoided any 
responsibility to regulate and control the quality of substances that are in widespread use. Some of 
these illicit drugs have demonstrable health benefits. Many are highly addictive and harmful when 
used repeatedly. In that respect they are comparable to alcohol and nicotine which are legal in 
Australia as a result around the society's control or quality, distribution, marketing and taxation. 
Australia has made great progress in recent decades reducing the house from tobacco – a drug 
which kills half the people who use it. 
 
A substantial proportion of Australia's street and household crime is a direct consequence of the 
trade in illicit drugs and the need for dependent users to find money to acquire drugs. The large 
numbers of young people who experiment with these drugs are criminalised by the enforcement of 
prohibition laws – even those of us criminal her only a minority of the huge numbers of 
experimenters. The current policy of prohibition discredits the law, which cannot possibly stop a 
growing trade that positively thrives on its illegality and black market status. Our prisons are 
crowded with people whose lives have been ruined by dependence on these drugs. Like the failure 
of the prohibition of alcohol in the USA from 1922 1933, the current prohibition of illegal drugs is 
creating more harm and benefits and needs to be reconsidered by the straining community.  
 
Many other countries are starting to review this area. A decade ago, and with excellent results 
Portugal decriminalised the position of small quantities of all illicit drugs consistent with personal 
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consumption. A number of other countries have adopted versions of this approach. In December 
2011 the current president of 12 Central and South American countries called for the use of market 
mechanisms in response to illegal drugs. In a 2011 US Gallup poll, 50% supported the legalisation 
of marijuana with 46% opposed.” 
 
The report was distributed to all parliamentarians in Australia and its release prompted a major 
national debate in which various sections of the media took different positions. The back cover of the 
report had a quote from Michael Woolridge, John Howard's health minister, who said "The key 
message is that we have 40 years of experience of a law and order approach to drugs and it has 
failed."  
 
Former New South Wales Premier Bob Carr had participated in the roundtable and was quoted in 
the report. In the period between the roundtable and the appearance of the report he had been co-
opted into the federal government as Julia Gillard's foreign minister. Within hours of its release, the 
Prime Minister had rejected calls for decriminalisation although her drug policy advisers left open the 
possibility of change. The Prime Minister was quoted as follows:  "Drugs kill people, they rip families 
apart, they destroy lives and we want to see less harm done through drug usage”.  
 
Senator Carr went on the public record in proposing that Australia might follow Portugal’s example of 
decriminalising minor possession of illicit drugs. The Fairfax press ran a sustained forum on the 
topic that lasted for several weeks and, some seasoned observers claimed that the Australia21 
report opened the issue to rational debate in a way that had not occurred in Australiafor 40 years. 
Talkback radio host Alan Jones interviewed Michael Wooldridge on air and declared at the end of 
the interview that he had had a  personal change of view and now believed that all  drugs should be 
decriminalised. 
 
In July 2012, the board held a second roundtable, this time with the assistance of the University of 
Melbourne, which brought together a new group of participants including a strong advocate for 
prohibition.  The focus for this roundtable was a discussion document prepared by two professional 
researchers, Dr Caitlin Hughes and Dr Alex Wodak on the evidence arising from alternative 
approaches to prohibition in Europe in recent years. The Roundtable met by Skype with leading 
national experts in Switzerland, Portugal and Sweden.  
 
The report that resulted from this roundtable was entitled "Alternatives to prohibition: illicit drugs: 
how we can stop killing and criminalising young Australians". 
 
The executive summary stated:  
 
"An earlier Australia 21 report launched in April 2012 has concluded that attempts to control drug 
use through the criminal justice system have clearly failed. They have also caused the needless and 
damaging criminalisation of too many young people, often with adverse life changing consequences 
including premature death from overdose. 
 
Australia's illicit drug markets continue to thrive. Young people are being encouraged to experiment 
because huge profits are made from drug markets controlled by powerful criminal networks. 
Australia’s reported rates of cannabis and ecstasy use are among the highest in the world. Every 
year new drug types appear in Australia. But the criminal justice system is unable to stamp out 
psychoactive drug use. People accused of drug-related crimes fill our courts and those convicted fill 
our prisons. 
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The collateral damage from efforts to suppress the drug trade continues to disrupt civil society and 
destroy young lives. About 400 Australians die each year through heroin overdose alone. By 
international standards rates of drug-related deaths are extremely high. The July 2012 Roundtable 
included a group of 22 high-level experts and young people who examined changes in policy for 
European countries and considered future options for Australia. These discussions identified a 
range of ways in which Australian policy could be reset. Some are modest and incremental reforms 
while others are more ambitious and will require wider community consideration. 
 
The Roundtable called for a national summit in 2013 to examine the specific proposals for reform 
canvassed in this report, including an important proposal developed by Prof David Penington AC for 
a radical new approach to the regulation of cannabis and ecstasy (MDMA). 
 
The Netherlands, Switzerland and Portugal demonstrate that it is possible to adopt more effective 
policies consistent with the international drug treaties and with demonstrable community benefits. 
The stage is now set for a mature debate that should see this issue transcend political  boundaries 
and focus on what is best for Australia's young people. 
 
Australia's response to HIV in the 1980s showed that our politicians from all parties are able to work 
together in the national interest and flexibly adopt bold and effective approaches. But this will not 
happen without a vigorous national debate. 
 
If we are to reduce the pernicious effects of black market drugs on the Australian community, control 
of the drug supply system must ultimately to be diverted from criminal to civil and government 
authorities. We must evolve a new approach that acknowledges the powerful economic forces of the 
drug market, but which is acceptable to the community and is achievable politically. 
 
Lawmakers require accurate data about the return on investment when allocating funding to exist 
various drug-related initiatives. Some large government expenditures are currently propping up a 
failed policy. There is a strong case for providing a reference to the Australian Productivity 
Commission for an enquiry into the cost effectiveness of the current allocation of resources. Further, 
we are convinced that a more effective allocation of public resources to the illicit drug issues is 
achievable with much better value for taxpayers.” 
 
The launch of this second Australia 21 report had less public impact than the first and its recommendations 
have never been seriously debated in the public sphere. A key recommendation was the holding of a public 
summit and a reference to the Australian Productivity Commission. Neither of these have happened. 2013 
was a very turbulent political year. 
 
Nevertheless, Young Australia21 developed an initiative "smarter about drugs: a conversation with young 
people. The project was a partnership between Australia 21, The Ted Noffs foundation and the Bob Hawke 
prime ministerial centre at the University of South Australia. The project sought to provide young people with 
the opportunity to share their views together with some of Australia's leading thinkers on drug and alcohol 
policy. About 40 year 10 to 12 students from across South Australia participated in an afternoon workshop 
and conversation with expert advisers. In the evening, a broader community group heard the findings from 
the afternoon discussion and  participated ina live streamed radio interview. The questions considered during 
the course of the day were: 
 

• Why do young people take drugs? 
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• Why was all the skills, expertise and resources available to the police is the war on drugs not one? 
• Why is treatment of addiction so difficult? 
• How can parents help their children to deal with the potential hazards of illicit drugs?  

 
A short film was made about the views of young people and presented to the evening session and longer film 
is being made for use in schools and youth organisations. 
 
In the three years 2012 to 2015, world opinion on the war on drugs has shifted quite dramatically. A number 
of US states have now legalised the use of marijuana as a medical drug and there is growing acceptance of 
the need for a new approach to recreational use. At the time of writing, Australia 21 is planning a substantial 
new initiative to build upon the work it has already done and to promote further national discussion about 
policy options for the future. As a result of the illicit drug initiative, Australia21 acquired two new directors, Dr 
Alex Wodak AM and Mr Mick Palmer AO, and two Honorary youth advisers, Vivian Moxham-Hall and Tom 
Merritt. These four people have provided an expert group to assist the board in  considering further  initiatives 
in this highly controversial field. 

Growing Interest in Ecosystem Services 
In 2011, Australia 21 negotiated a consultancy with the Australian Department of agriculture to carry forward 
many of the ideas and issues on which we had undertaken substantial work between 2003 and 2009. 
Director Geoff Gorrie and Dr Stephen Cork have led the consultancy and some extracts from the 2011 
discussion paper and 2013 Forum which were ran in conjunction with the Department of Agriculture are 
shown below. 

“The term ‘ecosystem services’ has been used to denote the transformations of resources that can be turned 
into benefits by humans A typical definition is “... the direct and indirect contributions of ecosystems to human 
well-being”). 

Since the late 1990s, a large body of literature has developed focusing on how to categorise and assess 
ecosystem services and how to integrate ecosystem services analyses with other approaches to planning 
and decision-making. An ecosystem services approach does not seek to replace other approaches or be a 
new discipline — it simply aims to name and categorise benefits from ecosystems, and the processes that 
lead to those benefits, in ways that enable diverse stakeholders to then apply the tools of ecology, economics 
and social science in an informed way and to interpret what those tools are telling them in straightforward 
language. 

An ecosystem services approach is an integrative approach to analysing environmental benefits and 
beneficiaries. It draws on tools from diverse disciplines, including economics (e.g., benefit- cost analysis, total 
economic value, non-market valuation) and ecology (e.g., energy and material balances, resource utilisation 
analyses, population regulation) and social sciences (e.g., understanding of how interactions between people 
and the environment affect physical and mental health and wellbeing). 

The key contributions of an ecosystem services approach are to provide an holistic framework for considering 
all benefits from the environment in an integrated way and to use language and concepts that allow 
stakeholders from across societies to take part in meaningful dialogue about environmental-social planning 
and policy. As such, the concept of ecosystem services it is potentially an important component of 
approaches taken by governments, non-government organisations, businesses and community groups for 
thinking strategically about investments in natural resource management.  

This is particularly important when dealing with complex, social- ecological issues like population, climate 
change, food security and water use, that have no easy solution and require collaborative dialogue among 
stakeholders to build understanding, trust and support for hard decisions. 

Ecosystem services approaches are now making important contributions internationally and within Australia 
to the development of environmental- economic accounts. 

One powerful contribution of ecosystem services approaches is to cross-societal dialogue in relation to major, 
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complex environmental-social challenges facing this country. People across Australian society are 
demanding greater involvement in decisions about such issues and they want to know that the different parts 
of governments are thinking strategically about the role of the environment in these issues. The language and 
concepts of ecosystem services offers a platform for this sort of dialogue, but it requires some steps to be 
taken by governments: 

Ecosystem services and resilience frameworks have been developed and used successfully by communities 
in Australia. Several speakers gave examples of how regional and urban communities are using these 
frameworks to think and plan strategically about future environmental management. 

The following conclusions were drawn by the organisers, from the presentations and discussion at the Forum, 
including the recommendations of working groups: 

• Australia faces several wicked problems that have major environmental components.  

• There was strong recognition that addressing these wicked problems would be assisted by  national-scale, 
cross-society dialogue to help all interest groups achieve common understanding about how the 
environment interrelates with other aspects of life and how these interrelationships might develop in 
Australia’s possible futures.  

• There was strong recognition of the importance of a common language to allow governments to talk 
meaningfully with other sectors of society about the role of the environment in Australia’s future, and 
for parts of government to talk meaningfully with one other.  

• Concepts, frameworks, and case studies are now available to develop a common language, and there was 
strong support among bureaucrats, scientists, non-government organisations, industry bodies, 
community groups and others for products that explain and promote such a language.  

• Some of the institutional arrangements to support national strategic thinking are in place or under 
development (e.g., networks for collecting and interpreting key information and refining concepts) but 
other institutions (e.g., forums for broader conversation, like those provided by the UK’s National 
Ecosystem Assessment) are absent or poorly developed.  

• The concept of the environment as another form of essential infrastructure is a promising platform for 
engaging most sectors of Australian society in strategic thinking about the nation’s future and 
cooperative public-private actions for the common good.  Next steps  Several participants in the 
Forum suggested that a cross-sector working group should be established. This would bring together 
businesses, government and non-government organizations, researchers and others to encourage 
dialogue about how benefits from the environment can be integrated better into national policy and the 
thinking of political leaders.  

Australia21 is  currently exploring how it might take a facilitation role, recognizing that several organizations 
are already making substantial progress in this approach.  

Global Change and the Limits to Growth  
 
In November 2012 Australia 21 took advantage of a visit to Canberra of two widely read authors, Norwegian 
Jorgen Randers and Australian Paul Gilding, to hold a Roundtable discussion with fourteen Australian 
experts about global change and The Limits to Growth  
 
The executive summary of that discussion stated: 
 
"How soon and how seriously will the combination of climate change and continuing growth of population and 
the economy disrupt Australian well-being? Australia 21 used a recent visit to Canberra by Prof Jorgen 
Randers and Paul Gilding to bring together 14 Australian experts to discuss the issue of global change and 
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The Limits to Growth  with them. 
 
Randers, one of the authors of the 1972 Club of Rom classic, "Limits to Growth, " in his recent book,”2052” 
has concluded that humanity has a 40 year window to avoid the most serious negative consequences of its 
decade-long growth and consumption binge. But he does not think that humans will rise soon enough about 
their current denial of the seriousness of what is happening and that the world will experience a progressive 
grinding down of human well-being and increasing starvation. He anticipates that human efforts to constrain 
greenhouse emissions will be inadequate and that there is a significant likelihood of runaway global heating 
in the latter part of the 21st-century. His predictions are based on what has happened in the past 40 years 
and his experience that democratic capitalism places enormous impediments in the way of change from 
"business as usual" 
 
Paul Gilding, the author of "The Great Disruption" on the other hand argues that rather than a steady decline 
the human world will, in the next one or two decades, experience shocks of such magnitude arising from a 
disordered economic system, climate change and peak oil that they will call for an emergency crisis response 
that will enable us to harness human ingenuity to craft a genuinely sustainable future for those humans who 
survive the shocks. 
 
Both authors are convinced that humans could profoundly ameliorate the greenhouse effect at a very modest 
economic cost, but Randers and many others have grave doubts that global human governance is capable of 
meeting the challenge. 
 
In the conversation which followed brief presentations by the two authors, there was agreement in the group 
of 14 experts that on its present trajectory, the human species is heading for deep and perhaps early trouble. 
They also agreed that Australian political and governance systems are currently operating in the full 
expectation that modest incremental changes to the ‘business as usual’ model still offers the prospect of 
endless enhancement of human well-being for a population that will continue to grow and prosper 
. 
Nowhere in the official records of Australian government expectations is a serious recognition of the threats 
that destruction of planetary systems is bringing to bear on this Australian dream.  The group agreed with 
their guests that substantial early shocks are possible or even probable arising from a combination of the 
destruction of arable land and rising food prices, the peaking of world production, extreme weather events 
and bushfires and the international consequences of human conflict over depleting resources. The 
perpetuation and exaggeration of domestic and global inequality was seen as an added risk to affluent 
countries like our own. 
 
Most participants agreed that Australia could rapidly wean itself off its fossil fuel dependency at modest 
economic and social cost and that substantial benefits can flow from early commitment to this path. But this 
scenario is not being seriously considered by those who control the levers of national policy. There was 
discussion about the capacity of modern macroeconomic thinking to adapt to these kinds of challenges and a 
recognition that economic methodologies are slowly adjusting to the new realities. 
 
Concern was expressed that current low reserves of petroleum and the long supply line, which will place 
Australia in a particularly vulnerable position as easy oil access to clients. Climate change will also 
exacerbate the declining quality of Australian arable land and inhibit our food production capacity. 
 
The group agreed with Randers that Australia should embark on a systematic effort to identify the five most 
serious threats to the well-being of the Australian population in the coming decade and put in place well 
rehearsed plans for their mitigation. To enable this to happen social scientists, educators and psychologists 
must be enlisted to assist the Australian population to overcome our natural protective denial of these 
unwanted futures and contemplate the transition to a positive new eco-centric future. 
 
The group also agreed that a new national narrative is required that  can help to enhance community 
understanding of the nature of these risks and build momentum for transformative change in Australian 
expectations and preparedness.  
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This narrative should assist in building resilience to the most likely shocks in the near-term. It should be 
pitched around opportunity, competitive advantage, exciting new industries, interesting new jobs, regional 
growth, better homes and transport, healthier diets, happier lives – all things that people actually want. 

Placing global change on the national Election Agenda 
 
In early 2013 the board became increasingly concerned that the number of grave challenges were being 
ignored, bypassed or placed in the two hard basket by our political leaders and that there was no sign of this 
changing as we moved rapidly into the 2013 national election.  
 
Accordingly, we commissioned a series of essays by a number of Australia21 Directors, Fellows Associates 
and other experts, which drew attention to threats arising from global change. What emerged from these 
contributions was a somewhat harrowing set of possibilities and probabilities.  
 
For the most part they were not featuring in the current political dialogue and most Australians were believed 
not to be being exposed to them. 
 
The conclusion of the board was that we needed to find ways to engineer change in the way our social and 
political structures engage with the future. 
 
The 16 essays forthrightly identified a range of plausible and serious threats to the future, not only for 
Australia but for human civilisation.  
 
In our preface to the report, Paul Barratt and I identified 12 key issues arising form the essays, that we 
believed our Parliamentary representatives should be considering in the forthcoming election and which 
should be discussed with their constituents. 
 
They are listed below. 
 
1.  On greenhouse gases: 
“What is your assessment of Australia's contribution to greenhouse gas emissions and to the global effort to 
curtail them the growth? Do you believe that we should radically curtail energy production from fossil fuels? If 
so over what time frame? Should we also curtail mining and export of fossil fuels to other countries? What 
energy sources would you see as most promising to replace fossil fuels in Australia and what should we do to 
encourage rapid uptake? If you do not believe we should rapidly curtail reliance on fossil fuels please outline 
your thinking on this matter. 
 
2. On economic management and growth: 
How long do you think we can sustain the current approach to economic management in which growth of 
GDP is required to maintain high employment and accordingly the rate of GDP growth is seen as an indicator 
of the health of the economy.? Do you think we need to develop a more "steady state" approach to economic 
management in which we can maintain full employment without rapid growth in the demands placed upon our 
resources and the biosphere? How (on the business principle of "what gets measured gets down") can we 
better integrate the health of the environment and measures of human well-being in Australia and globally 
into our measures of economic performance and economic success? 
 
3. On defence policy. 
What is your concept of what the Australian Defence Force should be structured to do over the next two 
decades? Are we spending enough on defence for the ADF to be able to meet your expectations? Are you 
concerned about the prospect of strategic competition emerging between China and the United States and if 
so how do you  think Australia should respond? Do we have the right decision making processes in place to 
ensure that we go to war only for the right reasons and with good prospects of success? 
 
4. On food for our future. 
What is your assessment of the prospects of Australia being itself in the context of rising temperatures, 
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declining extent and health of croplands and rising food prices and international famine? What policies would 
you support to ensure that your constituents will be resilient to what many predict is an imminent global food 
crisis? 
 
5. On our dependency on oil? 
In view of the tenuous state of Australia's oil reserves and the firm likelihood of oil crises in the near term, 
what policies would you favor to build Australian resilience in this area? Do you think the government should 
adopt policies to ensure that we have specified stock levels of fuels and lubricants in country? Should we 
develop the capacity to produce liquid fuels from nonconventional sources ? 
 
6. On prospects for the global economy. 
What do you think is the likelihood of another global financial crisis? What should we do to prepare for such 
an eventuality? What is your assessment of Australian prospects of again withstanding major damage from a 
collapse in the international economy? 
 
7. On protection against toxins and antibiotic resistance. 
What role should government play in protecting the community against exposure to toxins and deterioration in 
antibiotic sensitivity? 
 
8. On the valuation of services provided by ecosystems. 
Do you agree that we should include in our valuation of proposed developments or changed land use, the 
economic value of the services provided by local ecosystems to human communities and to industry? If not, 
how do you think we should best protect ourselves from the loss of these services? If so, what role should 
government play in building the value of these services into our thinking about the economy? 
 
9. On ecological footprints and equity. 
Australia's per capita ecological footprint is more than 3.5 times higher than the world's resources can sustain 
in the longer term. How can we reduce our per capita footprint in a way that both assists developing countries 
and makes limited resources more equitably about to all Australians? In view of the fact that, as in most 
Western democracies, income inequality among working age people in Australia has been rising since 2000 
and that since the mid-1980s income taxes have become flatter and less redistributive, what are the 
consequences of these changes for Australians and how should we deal with them? 
 
10. On environmental refugees. 
What role should Australia play in the accommodation of environmental refugees from the South Pacific from 
Southeast Asia as sea levels rise? What impact should such refugees have on the numbers taken from other 
migration categories? How should we best integrate provision for refugees from the results of climate change 
into our immigration policy? 
 
11. On domestic travel. 
Do you think that the rising demand for rapid movement between our major cities can be met into the 
indefinite future by increasing civil aviation capacity? Can you foresee a time when exclusive reliance on air 
travel might become a problem or face constraints? 
 
12. On responding to the needs of the coming generation. 
Is Australia preparing its younger population adequately for the likely risks he is climate change and resource 
scarcity challenge the conventional wisdom of endless economic growth?” 
 
The Essay volume was launched at the National Press Club by Prof Ross Garnaut with a number of 
influential journalists present. The report was also distributed to all parliamentarians and a number of 
thoughtful features emerged in in The Conversation, the Fairfax press and the Guardian.  
 
It is fair to say however that this initiative had absolutely zero impact on the nature of the debates which led to 
the change of government. These focused almost exclusively on “axing the tax”, “stopping the boats” and 
reducing the government deficit.  
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Euthanasia and assisted suicide. 
 
During 2012, while the drug debate was in progress, Australia 21 was contacted by the former Chief Minister 
of the Northern Territory, Mr Marshall Perron enquiring whether the board would have an interest in 
promoting a national conversation around issues relating to euthanasia and assisted suicide.  Perron had 
been responsible for pioneering world first legislation on this matter in the Northern Territory in the late 90s 
but the legislation was overridden by the Howard government after it had been in operation for only a few 
weeks. 
 
The board formed an advisory group to consider the issue and commissioned a discussion paper by two 
senior academics at the Queensland University of Technology Department of Health Law. The paper was 
entitled "How should Australia regulate voluntary euthanasia and assisted suicide?” It was prepared by Prof 
Ben White and Prof Lindy Willmott. The paper pointed out that there had been multiple attempts to amend the 
law on this matter in Australia and that there are examples of successful legislation in Europe and the United 
States. The authors reviewed evidence   about the operation of the law in some of these countries 
 
A roundtable involving 27 experts, stakeholders, advocates, opponents and a Catholic theologian met to 
consider the issues raised in the discussion paper in January 2013. 
 
The Executive Summary of that discussion is reproduced below: 
 
“The legal framework that operates at the end of life in Australia needs to be reformed. 
Voluntary euthanasia and assisted suicideis currently unlawful. 
Both activities nevertheless occur not infrequently in Australia, in part because palliative care cannot relieve 
physical and psychological pain  and suffering in all cases. 

• In this respect the law is deficient. the law is also unfair because it doesn't treat people equally. Some 
people can be helped to die on their own terms as a result of their knowledge  and/or connections 
while some are able to hasten their deaths by the refusal  of life-sustaining treatment, but others do 
not have access to the means for their lives to end. 

• A very substantial majority of Australians have repeatedly expressed in public opinion polls, the desire 
for law reform on these matters. Many are concerned at what they see is happening to their loved 
ones  as they reach the end of their lives and want the confidence  that when their time comes they 
will be able to exercise choice in relation to assisted dying. 

• The most consistent reason advanced not to change the law is the need to protect the vulnerable. 
There is a concern that if the law allows voluntary euthanasia and assisted suicide for some people it 
will be expanded and abused , including pressures being placed on highly dependent people and 
those with disability to agree to euthanasia. 

• But there is now a large body of experience in a number of international jurisdictions following the 
legalisation of voluntary euthanasia and/or assisted suicide. This shows  that appropriate safeguards 
can be implemented to protect vulnerable people and prevent the the abuse that opponents of 
assisted dying have feared. it reveals that assistant dying meets a real need among a small minority 
of people at the end of their lives. it also provides reassurance to people with terminal and incurable 
disease that they will not be left to suffer the indignities and discomforts of a nasty death.  

• Australia is an increasingly secular society. Strong opposition to assisted death by religious groups 
that is based on their belief in divine sanctity of all human life is not a justification for denying choice  
for those who do not share that belief. 

• it is now time for Australian legislators to respond to this concern and this experience by legislating to 
enhance the quality of the deathr those Australians who seek assisted dying 

We note: 
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 a)  For the reasons outlined in part two of this report, voluntary euthanasia and assisted suicide should 
no longer attract criminal sanctions. 
 b) Every member of Parliament (except in the Territories) has the power to introduce a private members 
bill on voluntary euthanasia or assisted suicide.  
 c) Such bills have generally been decided in Australia by a conscience vote.  
 d) Federal Parliament withdrew powers to legislate on voluntary euthanasia and assisted suicide from 
Australian Territories in 1997 
e) Since 1997, a large body of international evidence has accrued from a number of jurisdictions that 
have successfully legislated to support voluntary euthanasia and assisted suicide.  
  
Accordingly, Australia 21 recommends: 
  a)  State governments should develop legislation now to permit and regulate voluntary euthanasia and 
assisted suicide  in defined and limited circumstances. 
 b) The federal parliament should restore powers that were withdrawn from the territories so these 
parliaments may do the same 
c) Until the above happens, each member of Parliaments should consider exercising his or her right  to 
introduce a private members bill on voluntary euthanasia and assisted suicide.” 
 
The report was sent to all Australian parliamentarians and has helped to inform discussions and debates 
around the issue in at least four states and territories to our knowledge. The issue was closely considered 
in Tasmania recently. Despite ongoing evidence from public opinion polls strongly favoring legislation on 
this matter, political representatives continue to be chary about an issue on which there are very strong 
religious views. In the ACT currently there is active consideration of the issues by a number of legislators 
led by Ms Mary Porter MLA who made a recent  study visit to Europe to consider legislative models.  

 

Repairing and Preparing Australia’s Landscapes for Global Change.  
In 1989, CSIRO published a report by Richard Eckersley, ‘Regreening Australia: The environmental, 
economic and social benefits of reforestation’. The report was a preliminary investigation into a large national 
program to ‘regreen Australia’ through massive reforestation and revegetation over a period of 10 to 20 
years.  

The 1980s were a time of growing interest in land degradation and the role of reforestation in addressing the 
problem. In the same year, the National Farmers’ Federation and the Australian Conservation Foundation 
joined forces to propose a national land management program involving, as a central element, the 
establishment of 1,300 Landcare groups. Another initiative that year was the Western Australian 
Government’s launch of Tree Trust, the largest reforestation program to be undertaken in Australia.  

The main justification for the CSIRO proposal was to combat land degradation, regarded then as Australia’s 
most serious environmental problem. However, the report outlined other potential benefits, including 
mitigating and adapting to climate change; protecting biodiversity; increasing the sustainability 
and productivity of Australian agriculture; boosting timber resources; building environmental management 
expertise and innovation; creating many useful jobs; and boosting national morale.  

The proposal attracted a great deal of public, political and professional interest. A science and environment 
journalist described the report as seminal, saying it had persuaded a lot of people, including him, to take the 
notion of such massive reforestation seriously. A parliamentary committee inquiry into land degradation 
recommended its adoption, and it influenced government policy. However, the proposal was never 
implemented on the scale envisaged and necessary to realise the potential benefits.  
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In 2012, the Board of Australia21 agreed to re-examine the topic, using the 1989 report as a benchmark or 
reference point, given: almost 25 years had passed; greater recognition of the seriousness and urgency f 
climate change; and heightened global economic instability, making job generation potentially important to 
maintaining economic and social stability.  Australia21 conducted an expert roundtable at the University of 
Melbourne on 21 February 2013, attended by 27 farmers, foresters, researchers, business people, former 
government officials and others (and with input from several more invitees who could not attend). The central 
question discussed was, ‘What are the benefits of large-scale reforestation and revegetation, and how can 
they best be achieved?’.  The summary of the report appears below 

Australia needs to look at its landscapes in new ways if it is to meet the 21st Century challenges of climate 
change and food, water and energy security.  Without a new vision for creating healthy, resilient landscapes, 
we will experience continuing environmental decline and degradation. For all the policy developments and 
practical achievements of the past 20 to 30 years in managing our environments and ecosystems, we are not 
closing the gap between the magnitude of the challenge and the scale of our response.  

The new vision would: • Embrace all Australian landscapes and all Australians, rural and urban alike. 
Landscapes are a vital part of local, regional and national identity; all our futures depend on them.  

• Acknowledge climate change as a ‘game changer’, in terms of both the role of landscapes in mitigation and 
adaptation, and the huge, varied, but still uncertain, impacts of climate change on landscapes.  

• Move beyond a ‘regreening’ conservation ethic to embrace multiple functions and values to achieve the best 
combination of environmental, economic and social benefits.  

• Build on the synergies and convergences between these functions, as well as acknowledging potential 
tensions and conflicts. Many industries, resources and communities would benefit from expanded landscape 
revegetation and regeneration.  

Specific objectives include to:  

• Stimulate the growth of a landscape regeneration and management industry to produce the capacity 
to use available funding and meet policy objectives.  

• Generate more private-sector involvement, including investment in traditional products and new 
markets for carbon, water or biofuels, using instruments such as carbon credits and ‘patient’ 
investment by superannuation funds.  

• While being national in scope and ambition, devolve governance and design to the local level, so that 
landscapes are managed by farmers and other landowners, and interventions meet the needs and 
harness the resources of local environments and communities.  

• Encourage better integration of policy and science, including effective, early evaluation and long-term 
monitoring.  

• Build on existing policy, such as the Biodiversity Fund and Carbon Farming Initiative, and present 
institutional structures such as Landcare groups and regional natural resource management bodies.  

The benefits of large-scale landscape regeneration, reforestation and revegetation, include: preserving 
biodiversity; reducing soil and water loss and degradation; providing shelter, shade and fodder; a cooler 
regional climate; carbon sequestration; increasing soil fertility and productivity; more sustainable agriculture; 
more timber and other tree products; better pollination; production of biofuels; enhanced food, water and 
energy security; benefits to tourism; supporting rural communities; creating employment; bridging the cultural 
divide between city and country; promoting national reconciliation; improving people’s wellbeing; and higher 
civic morale.  

The continuing failure to close the gap between what we are doing in landscape management and what we 
know we need to do means we are squandering our natural heritage and betraying future generations. The 
reasons for the lack of progress are not, now, primarily to do with poor policy or lack of public funding, and 
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the remedies do not, therefore, lend themselves to specific recommendations. The failure is a challenge for 
all Australians, including city-dwellers, not just those who ‘work the land’; it affects urban parks and suburban 
gardens as well as our farmlands and national parks.  

This situation is also true of other major issues facing the country. It relates to a failure of political philosophy: 
an inability to see and accept that focusing too narrowly on economic growth and material prosperity and 
opportunity is creating growing social and environmental costs that jeopardise our future as a nation. This is 
another reason why all Australians should be concerned – and involved.  

Conversely, what we have achieved in the last two to three decades provides the foundation for 
a much bigger and bolder endeavour to maintain, restore and regenerate our unique environments. 
In doing that, it could become a symbol of a much broader transformation of Australia into a genuinely 
sustainable society.  

The report was as usual widely distributed, but it was released during the highly volatile lead-up to the 2013 
election. It remains an important source of information and challenge on one of the issues that is receiving 
inadequate attention in Australia at present 

Inequality in Australia. 
 

Financial inequality has been a growing focus for global concern and research for a number of years. The 
Health Inequalities Research Collaboration, which was the progenitor of Australia21 continued throughout the 
first decade of the 21st-century to work with the global movement on this issue.  
 
In 2012,Canberra economist and politician, Andrew Leigh MP published a book which analysed the 
Australian trends  in a global context "Battlers and Billionaires". The board of Australia 21 invited Dr Leigh to 
join a steering group to consider an initiative by Australia21 on this matter. The board joined forces with the 
Australia Institute and its Director Dr Richard Denniss and the steering group commissioned a discussion 
paper prepared by Prof Sharon Friel, Professor of Health Equity at ANU and Dr Dennis to set the scene for a 
roundtable of experts on the issue. 
 
The discussion paper by Friel and Denniss ”Unfair financial arrangements make us sick: How should 
Australia respond to the expanding financial inequities among its citizens?” formed the basis for an invitation 
to a prestigious group of Australian economists, researchers, policymakers and stakeholders around the 
issue of inequality. The roundtable held at at the end of January 2014 came shortly after the Davos 
conference, the International Monetary Fund and the new Pope had made strong calls for action on Inequality 
around the world. 
 
Dr David Morawetz, a Melbourne based economist and philanthropist joined the Board and the steering 
group at this time and he played a key role in the preparation of the report, entitled “Advance Australia Fair? 
What to do about growing Inequality in Australia.”  The Executive Summary of which stated:  
 
Australia has a long and proud tradition of equality, but in recent decades the benefits of strong economic 
growth have flowed disproportionately to the rich. In the wake of a declining resources boom, there is a 
growing gulf between those in the top range and those in the lower ranges of wealth and income distributions. 
The wealthiest 20 per cent of households in Australia now account for 61 per cent of total household net 
worth, whereas the poorest 20 per cent account for just 1 per cent of the total. In recent decades the income 
share of the top 1 per cent has doubled, and the wealth share of the top 0.001 per cent has more than tripled. 
At the same time, poverty is increasing and many of those dependent upon government benefits, including 
the unemployment benefit, have fallen well below the poverty line. If we do not pay attention to the problem of 
financial inequality, current economic circumstances are likely to make it worse. 

Growth in inequality of incomes and wealth leads to greater stratification of the community, with adverse 
impacts on trust, self-image, and equality of opportunity for disadvantaged groups. This in turn has negative 
effects on health and social stability. There is growing evidence, including from the International Monetary 
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Fund, that increasing inequality impedes economic productivity and economic growth as well. 

Australia is one of the lowest taxing countries in the industrialised world, and our welfare spending as a 
proportion of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is among the lowest in the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD). In the past decade, Australian commonwealth government revenues 
have fallen from 26 per cent of Gross Domestic Product to 23 per cent, while government spending has 
remained at a relatively stable 25 per cent. As a result, government revenues are now insufficient to meet the 
needs of the community in health, education, income support, and social and physical infrastructure. 

Several factors have contributed to the growing inequality of incomes and wealth in Australia. Large tax cuts 
and tax exemptions introduced by both sides of politics in recent decades have disproportionately favoured 
the rich. Other factors include globalisation, asymmetric access to rapid technological change, changes in 
compensation practices for top executives (including use of bonuses and stock options) and the neoliberal 
economic policies that have prevailed since the 1980s. Another important contributor has been the increasing 
practice of ‘rent seeking’, whereby wealthy and powerful companies, organisations or individuals use their 
resources to obtain economic gain at the expense of others, without contributing to productivity. 

A number of policy levers are available to arrest the trend towards greater inequality and, at the same time, 
remedy the current deficit in government revenue. One prime lever is inclusive job creation policies. A second 
is long term investment in human capital through improving early childhood development and education and 
training. Education and health funding need to be distributed more fairly, particularly to disadvantaged 
children. Other levers include reducing tax breaks for superannuation, capital gains and negative gearing of 
residential property (all of which disproportionately favour the wealthy), reforming transfer payments through 
pension, benefits and expenditure reforms, trade policy, and taking steps to avoid ‘political capture’ by 
powerful interest groups or companies. 

Use of remedial levers like these is never straightforward. There is likely to be opposition from those whose 
income, power and influence will be diminished under a fairer distribution of income and wealth. Taxation 
reform and attempts to close tax loopholes are a case in point. However, if we are to make real progress on 
restoring public revenue to the level now needed, the Australian community needs to begin to consider taxes 
not as an unfair burden but as the primary way to fund the public goods, services and infrastructure that we 
share, the price we pay for a civilised and well-functioning society. 

Australians need to engage in a national conversation about how inequality is impacting on our lives, our 
culture, our economy and our society. We need to make clear to our political representatives what kind of 
society we want for our children and grandchildren. Politicians will not act while the community accepts 
growing inequality passively. 

In 21st century Australia, do we still care about equality of opportunity, ‘a fair go for all’? If so, what are we 
prepared to do to make it happen?” 

The back cover of rhe report contained this box. 

  

Ten Ways To Advance Australia Fair 

1. Promote a national conversation about inequality, its effects, and ways of dealing with it  
2. Increase the fairness and adequacy of government revenue raising through taxation reforms  
3. Implement fairer funding reforms for schools  
4. Invest nationally in early childhood development, especially for disadvantaged groups  
5. Set all pensions and benefits no lower than the poverty line and Index them to average wages  
6. Establish more job creation programs in priority areas  
7. Develop new models of employee management and cooperative ownership of business  
8. Implement the World Health Organisation recommendations on the social determinants of health  
9. Encourage an inquiry by the Productivity Commission into the impact of inequality on economic efficiency and growth. 
10.Establish a national research program to monitor progress and test the impact of interventions aimed at reducing inequality.  
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The report was launched at Parliament House in July 2014 by former Liberal Party Leader John Hewson and 
copies of the executive summary and recommendations were sent to all Federal members of Parliament.  A 
few extracts from Hewson’s launch speech provide the flavor of his remarks:  
 
“Much can and should be done to work towards more equitable distributions of both opportunities and 
outcomes, but we need to be realistic as to what we can hope to achieve, and at what pace. There is 
obviously a growing electoral awareness of the issue, and a growing constituency for change. The reaction to 
the recent Budget makes the point, 
 
Even though the Abbott Government were at pains to argue that “fixing the Budget” would be done by sharing 
the burden of adjustment, the electoral backlash was driven by the obvious inequity of the Budget measures 
proposed.  The Budget proposed a cut of some 12-15% in the disposable income of key lower income 
groups, but less than 1% for those on higher incomes. Moreover, the Government burnt much of its political 
capital for little gain in terms of “fixing the Budget”, especially when the unfunded challenges of meeting 
spending commitments still persist in the out years.  
 
However, it is possible to achieve the desired changes in a more equitable way. Consider some examples.  
Better targeting of the aged pension by means of reformed asset and income tests would have been more 
palatable if the pension had also been increased for those who genuinely qualify under the revamped tests, 
and if the superannuation tax concessions, which overtly favour the rich, had also been reduced, 
simultaneously. 
Super concessions cost roughly the same as the aged pension, but are increasing faster. An example of a 
conspicuous benefit to the rich is the concessional tax on contributions, such that it costs a person on an 
annual income of $20,000 about $118 to gain a $100 benefit, while it only costs a person on an annual 
income of $250,000 a mere $62.50 for the same benefit. 
 
A surcharge on the super contributions by the upper income groups would have raised a considerable sum 
and ensured considerably more equity in the Budget’s treatment of the aged. In a similar vein, the decision to 
give universities the capacity to charge course fees would have been more defensible if the Government had 
decided to simultaneously shift overall funding from the universities to students by way of a voucher, thereby 
empowering the students to select courses and so driving the universities to compete in terms of both quality 
and price of the courses offered, only being funded if they are successful in attracting students. 
 
Finally, it is hard to defend the Government’s decision to maintain the FBT benefits on cars, again a decision 
that favours the wealthy, when the previous Government was prepared to knock it off, when the Government 
has made a stand against further support for the car industry, and when it would have raised some $1.8 
billion. 
 
Perceptions are hard to break in politics. Liberal-National Gov Consider some examples. Better targeting of 
the aged pension by means of reformed asset and income tests would have been more palatable if the 
pension had also been increased for those who genuinely qualify under the revamped tests, and if the 
superannuation tax concessions, which overtly favour the rich, had also been reduced, simultaneously. 
Super concessions cost roughly the same as the aged pension, but are increasing faster. An example of a 
conspicuous benefit to the rich is the concessional tax on contributions, such that it costs a person on an 
annual income of $20,000 about $118 to gain a $100 benefit, while it only costs a person on an annual 
income of $250,000 a mere $62.50 for the same benefit. 
 
A surcharge on the super contributions by the upper income groups would have raised a considerable sum 
and ensured considerably more equity in the Budget’s treatment of the aged. 
In a similar vein, the decision to give universities the capacity to charge course fees would have been more 
defensible if the Government had decided to simultaneously shift overall funding from the universities to 
students by way of a voucher, thereby enpowering the students to select courses and so driving the 
universities to compete in terms of both quality and price of the courses offered, only being funded if they are 
successful in attracting students. 
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Finally, it is hard to defend the Government’s decision to maintain the FBT benefits on cars, again a decision 
that favours the wealthy, when the previous Government was prepared to knock it off, when the Government 
has made a stand against further support for the car industry, and when it would have raised some $1.8 
billion. 
 
Conservative governments have always been tagged as tending to favour the wealthy and “the top end of 
town”. Given the state of flux reflecting widespread voter dissatisfaction that characterize politics today, I 
would suggest that the Abbott Government has a unique opportunity to “break the mould”. I know they 
promised “no surprises”, but what better surprise than to act decisively to reduce inequality in so many 
aspects of our society?  
 
To conclude, as Joseph Stiglitz has argued, inequality is a choice. How big a gap between the “haves” and 
“have-nots” is acceptable in our so-called “egalitarian society”, and what can we reasonably expect our 
governments to do about it?  These are very important questions for an essential community conversation 
and as a direction for future government policy. 
 
I am pleased to launch this Report “Advance Australia Fair? What to do about inequality in Australia” as it 
makes a very significant contribution to this debate, having collected the views of so many distinguished 
thinkers and policy makers on this issue. 
 
A few days after the launch of the report, the Greens in the Senate successfully moved to refer the matter of 
the extent of income inequality in Australia to be explored by its Community Affairs References Committee.  
In the ensuing months, 59 witnesses addressed public hearings of the committee three of whom were 
authors of the  Australia21/Australia Institute report. 

The 273 page report of the committee which was released in early December 2014 under the chairmanship 
of Sen Rachel Siewert, Western Australian Greens, reported a series of findings and recommendations 
including a dissenting report from the coalition senators.  

Altogether 13 senators contributed to the committee including two Greens, five Labour, five Liberal party and 
one independent. Below is an extract from the report containing the key findings of the committee. 

The evidence before the committee is that income inequality—as gauged by various measures across a 
range of studies—has increased in Australia since the mid-1980s  

The evidence shows that the likely impact of the Budget measures will be to exacerbate income 
inequality and poverty in Australia. The Henderson Poverty Line (HPL) and the 50 per cent median income 
poverty line indicate that far too many vulnerable Australians, individuals and families in receipt of income 
support, are currently living in poverty . 

The evidence provided to the committee showed that the level of the Newstart payment is too low. The 
income of a single, adult Newstart recipient is now more than $100 per week below both the HPL and the 50 
per cent of median income poverty line  

The minimum wage remains an important mechanism for low income people to avoid poverty and 
participate in society. The evidence shows that the minimum wage makes a significant difference to income 
inequality and rates of poverty. It is important that the minimum wage is set at a level that reflects the rising 
cost of living in Australia.  

There is a socio-economic gradient associated with a large range of health outcomes. Poorer health 
outcomes are recorded for those with lower incomes. A concerted focus on preventive health and improved 
access to primary healthcare— especially for lower income people—will assist in lifting a number of these 
outcomes  
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, people with disability, people living with a mental illness, single 
parents and newly arrived migrants (particularly those without English) are more vulnerable to poverty and 
disadvantage.  

Low transfer payments or a low income often compounds the extent of the disadvantage felt by people 
in these disadvantaged groups. Coupled with the disadvantage of a mental health condition, a physical 
disability or the demands of being a single parent, a low income makes it more difficult to access decent and 
stable housing, quality health and education services and the skills needed to break out of poverty. But 
people in these disadvantaged groups are those who most need these assets, services and skills. 
Wherethese service supports are not available, they become even more susceptible to ill health and 
exclusion from the labour market and society.  

There is a need to carefully consider how the income support system can assist the large and growing of 
people with insecure work (casual, short-term contracts). There is a cohort within the Australian labour 
market that moves in and out of short-term, low skilled work. It is very difficult for these people to develop the 
financial and personal resilience to move out of poverty and find secure stable housing  

The mobility of labour and regional variations in labour market opportunities are often factors that limit 
people's employment opportunities. People looking for work, particularly those in disadvantaged groups, may 
not be able to move due to financial constraints, family obligations or are often reluctant to move from their 
existing support networks in search of employment. 

Decent and stable housing is fundamental to the ability of people on income support and those on low 
incomes to remain in the labour force and participate in society. A shortage of affordable supply, and various 
factors fuelling demand for housing, has led to record high house prices and private rents. Those on a low 
income are typically excluded from buying a property and often find even renting difficult in the private 
market. There are long waiting lists to enter public and social housing. Studies show the importance of 
Commonwealth Rent Assistance in helping those on low incomes avoid housing stress. Moreover, a 
decent wage is the most effective remedy for lifting people out of housing stress.  

An individualised, one-on-one approach can achieve significant success in reconnecting people with 
education, training and employment opportunities. There are a range of settings where the case management 
approach can work well. The evidence points to significant benefits from investing in programmes that: 
connect with young people at risk of leaving school early, through mentoring and hands-on training 
opportunities; encourage young people to remain in school and create opportunities to meet with 
employers and vocational education providers. The key is to show young people who are at risk of leaving 
school early that they have an employment future, and to show them what that future might look like;develop 
tailored training opportunities for workers aged 50 and over, particularly those facing retrenchment; and 
provide a long-term unemployed person with a mentor who can discuss the specific barriers to a person 
finding employment, liaise with local employers to discuss job opportunities and the capabilities of the 
unemployed person actively assist him or her in the application and interview process. 

YoungA21  (YA21) 
. 

Two young people who participated in the Roundtable on illicit drugs in 2012 made huge contributions to the 
thinking of that round table. Both university students, the board invited Tom Merrett and Vivian Moxham-Hall 
Hall to join the board as Honorary Youth Advisers. Again their contribution has been immensely valuable. 
Adelaide board member, Deb Lavis, together with Lyn Stephens has worked with an enthusiastic  group of 
young volunteers to develop a new section of Australia21 which has been called YoungA21. The group is 
attracting considerable interest among young people as it develops activities that complement the activities of 
Australia21 but bring a youth perspective. In 2014, YoungA21 held two round tables on asylum seeker policy 
in both Sydney and Canberra.  Their representative fed the findings from their discussions  into the high-level 
roundtable held in July 2014 
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YoungA21 is suported by a sub-Committee of the Australia21 Board, co-chaired by Deb Lavis, and Tom 
Merrett. Its role is to: 
 
• Publicise and promote YA21 to youth networks and the broader community 
• Build volunteer capacity, engagement and networking among young people 
• Develop and manage the YA21 social media presence 
• Attract support for YA21 programs and encourage fundraising activities that are both fun and successful. 
 
The group has recently appointed a volunteer, Amelia Gates as YA21 Coordinator  who says of her task:  
 
“I would like to help establish YA21 across Australia. I think this is a really great initiative If YA21 could be the 
mustering point or a coordinated network for Australia’s youth concerns then I think it would be of great value. 
Targeted messaging on issues and being smart about who and how to approach are two things I think are 
really important in order to establish an organisation that people seek out. To be a youth organisation that 
decision-makers, professionals, legislators approach would be a valuable reputation to have 

Asylum Seeker Policy  
 
Australia 21 held its first roundtable two days after the Tampar election in 2001. The election was probably 
won as a result of  John Howard's hardline on boat people. The introduction of the “Pacific solution” appeared 
to dampen down the activities of people smugglers whose activities reemerged during the Rudd and Gillard 
Prime Ministerships. Tony Abbott kept taunting the government with the fact that they could not “stop the 
boats”. Kevin Rudd's response on his return to the Prime Minister ship in 2013 was to re-impose a Pacific 
solution with the additional claim that no one who arrived by boat would ever gain Australian citizenship.  
Upon his election, Tony Abbott endorsed Rudd's hardline and instituted a “Sovereign Borders” policy, 
administered by Scott Morrison as immigration minister. 
 
Meanwhile, the backlog of  about  30,000 people who had arrived by boat during 2012 and 2013 were kept 
“in limbo”, many of them in mandatory detention and most of them unable to work or plan for any kind of 
future. 
 
The Board of Australia 21 saw the issue of refugees and asylum seekers as the very kind of "wicked 
problem" that fitted with our agenda. We commissioned a book of essays by notable Australians entitled 
"Refugees and asylum seekers: Finding a better way". I co-edited the volume with Joe Wodak and the 
following are extracts from our preface. 
 
“Contributions were sought from a wide range of Australians – legal experts, ex public servants and advisers, 
international and local agency representatives, ethicists, church representatives, academics and researchers, 
concerned members of the public and former refugees. 
 
In soliciting these contributions, Australia 21 did not prescribe any particular opinion or critique. However it is 
striking that not one of the contributors expressed support for either the Labour or the coalition government's 
position on and treatment of asylum seekers or their response to and representation of problems of asylum 
seeking boat arrivals. Instead there is a striking uniformity of the that current policies are inhumane, and 
economic and unjustified in terms of international, national and societal obligations and that core values of 
fairness and compassion have been sacrificed for political expediency. In the process there has been a 
demonisation of asylum seekers arriving by boat as opportunistic queue jumpers. 
Our plan is that in 2014 after the release of this volume Australia 21 will be in a position to convene a 
roundtable of stakeholders and decision-makers to examine the feasibility of a fresh new bypass to approach”. 
 
The essay volume was launched  at Parliament House Canberra, shortly before Christmas 2013 by 
the former Governor General Sir William Deane. Extracts of his launch speech as shown below.. 
 
It is only a couple of weeks since the world’s most respected authority on Refugees, the United Nations High 
Commission, delivered its assessments of our Detention Camps - officially called “Regional Processing 
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Centres” -  on Nauru and Manus Island. There is close correspondence between the published findings in 
relation to each place. As regards the Nauru Centre, which has been established    or re-established for more 
than a year, the United Nations Refugee Agency found that “the current policies, conditions and operational 
approaches … do not comply with international standards”, “constitute arbitrary and mandatory detention 
under international law”, “do not provide a fair, efficient, and expeditious system for assessing refugee claims” 
and “do not provide safe and humane conditions of treatment in detention”. As regards the children who are 
in our nation’s care and detained on Nauru, the Agency found “the harsh and unsuitable environment  ... is 
particularly inappropriate for the care and support of child asylum seekers” and that “children do not have 
access to adequate educational and recreational facilities”. Finally, and relevant to the description of the 
Nauru Detention Centre as a “Regional Processing Centre”, the Agency found that “only one claim for 
refugee status [had, at the time of inspection,] been finally determined and handed down in the 14-month 
period since the transfer of asylum seekers to Nauru commenced in September 2012”. 
 
Hopefully, our government and other relevant authorities will, in due course, properly respond to the UN 
Refugee Agency’s criticisms. But, pending such a response, one cannot but fear that at least some of the 
findings, particularly those relating to children held in detention and unsatisfactory processing, are justified. If 
they are, the United Nations Reports diminish our country’s hard won and long justified international 
reputation as an upholder of human rights and dignity. More important, they give rise to questions relating to 
our decency and sense of fairness and justice as a community and as individuals which we cannot properly 
ignore. 
 
In that context, the publication of this book and Australia21’s call for open discussion and dialogue and a 
search for national consensus about a new and better way come at a particularly apposite time. I sincerely 
hope that all concerned, particularly the legislators and the decision makers in government and the 
administrators in the field, will welcome that call and fully participate in any ensuing discussions and 
exchanges. And that at every stage of such discussions there will be a conscious awareness of the fact that 
the lives, the wellbeing and the futures of extraordinarily vulnerable human beings, including children, are 
involved.  
 
Let me conclude by congratulating and thanking all who have contributed to the initiation, writing and 
publication of this book – authors, editors, publishers and the members of Australia21 
 
The project was crowd funded and comfortably make its target on time. Copies of the book have sold well 
and were received positively in a number of reviews. In developing the essay volume we formed a working 
relationship with the Centre for Policy Development and the Andrew and Renata Kaldor Centre for 
International Refugee Law at the University of New South Wales. 
 
We built from this relationship to share sponsorship of a high-level roundtable at Parliament house Canberra 
in July 2014. For this discussion, a select but diverse group of policymakers and experts were invited to 
participate in the one-day roundtable. The group included parliamentarians from the ALP, the Liberal party 
and the Greens, a former Indonesian ambassador to Australia, a strategist from Malaysia, UNHCR's former 
Assistant High Commissioner for Protection, former senior immigration and defence officials including former 
immigration minister Ian McPhee and former Chief of the Defence Force  Retd Adm Chris Barry, academic 
experts, representatives from the churches and civil society and a member of the expert panel on asylum 
seekers Paris Aristotle.  
 
In the lead up to the roundtable Australia21 ran two youth roundtables in Sydney and Canberra for people 
aged 18 to 30. The Sydney Roundtable was exclusively for young people from refugee backgrounds. The 
views from both Youth roundtables were fed  tino the high-level expert roundtable discussion by a designated 
youth representative, who works at the Australian Strategic Policy Institute. 
 
A steering group from the three sponsoring organisations commissioned a discussion paper for the 
roundtable that was prepared by two senior immigration officials, “Entitled Beyond Operation Sovereign 
Borders: A Long-Term Asylum Policy For Australia. 
 
The roundtable was structured around two key questions: 
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• How can Australia achieve a non-partisan approach to the care and management of the approximately 
33,497 refugees and asylum seekers who are already illustrated, a room and Papua New Guinea? 

• How can Australia move to an integrated and coherent approach with respect to future arrivals and 
asylum seekers, bearing in mind Australia's relative prosperity, our international legal obligations, 
relationships with countries in the region and the needs of those in search of protection?  

The Executive Summary and Recommendations of the high level roundtable are shown below. 

“Forced migration is an age-old phenomenon. It cannot be stopped or controlled by any country. The reasons 
for it are as varied and complex as the people who seek protection from persecution, war, civil conflict and 
other harms. 

In its 2013 Global Trends report, UNHCR estimated there are over 51 million people displaced around the 
world, the highest figure since World War II. Not all are displaced across international borders, and only a 
fraction of the world’s displaced seek Australia’s protection. Nevertheless, it is likely that global phenomena, 
such as civil war, increased resource scarcity, and the impacts of natural disasters and climate change, will 
increase the impetus for people to move in search of safety. Australia cannot ignore this continuing reality. 

Recently, the major political parties in Australia have responded to this state of affairs by treating the 
challenge of forced migration primarily as a matter of national politics, rather than regional policy. Debate on 
asylum seeker policy has become toxic. “Successful” policy has been defined as that which can “stop the 
boats”. On that measure, policies initiated by the previous Labor government, and strengthened by the 
Coalition government under the banner “Operation Sovereign Borders”, have been successful in significantly 
reducing the number of asylum seekers arriving in Australia by boat. 

However, this approach overlooks the complex nature of forced migration, its causes and human 
consequences, and Australia’s responsibilities as a member of the international community. It does not 
resemble a long-term asylum policy for Australia. To establish one, we must redefine our conception of the 
“problem”, reset our goals, review our strategy, and recalibrate our conception of “success”. 

The roundtable discussion concentrated on two issues: a) Recent Australian policy responses to maritime 
asylum seekers and b) The need to move towards a long term asylum seeker policy that could feasibly win 
the support of all political parties and all Australians, enabling the nation to contribute more constructively to 
this ongoing problem. 

Australia is an attractive destination for asylum seekers in a region where few countries are parties to the 
1951 Refugee Convention or its 1967 Protocol. 

In the period 2012–13, there was an upsurge in the numbers of asylum seekers arriving in Australia by boat, 
both in overall terms (30,310 between January 2012 and July 2013) and in intensity (over 3000 arrivals per 
month between March and July 2013). People smugglers facilitated many of these journeys. Over 1500 
people died seeking to reach Australian shores. There was no obvious upper limit to the number of asylum 
seekers that might attempt to come by sea. 

Both major political parties have, in response, given a clear and unambiguous signal to people smugglers 
that future efforts to secure permanent protection in Australia for their paying clients will fail. That is the 
context in which future policy must be developed at the present time. The announcement of bipartisan 
support for denial of access to Australia for “irregular maritime arrivals” has almost certainly had a deterrent 
effect on the activities of people smugglers, but it risks closing the protection space. 

The immediate issue is that there are over 33,497 asylum seekers in Australia and more than 2317 in Nauru 
and PNG who may be in need of international protection and without a durable solution. These people need 
to have their status assessed and, if found to be refugees or in need of complementary protection (because 
they are at risk of torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, or being arbitrarily deprived 
of life), they must be granted a legal status that respects their rights and enables them to function as 
members of the community. Those who are not in need of international protection should be assisted to 
return home safely. 
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The second issue relates to Australia’s longer-term approach to asylum seekers. The number of people 
seeking asylum worldwide is vast and growing. Australia has voluntarily accepted international legal 
obligations towards people who seek our protection from persecution or other forms of significant harm. We 
have responsibilities to live up to, and regional concerns to weigh carefully. 

The Australian community expects the government to maintain adequate control over entry to Australia. It 
also expects the government to do this in a fair and proper way that upholds both our international 
responsibilities towards people seeking protection, and that is efficient and transparent. These are not 
mutually exclusive. 

Australia’s goals should be threefold: 

1. a)  to manage the cross-border movement of people in a way that respects the human rights of  asylum 
seekers and is consistent with international legal obligations towards refugees and others at risk of 
harm;  

2. b)  to retain appropriate order and control over the immigration program by tackling the problem of people 
smuggling and preventing deaths caused by unsafe journeys at sea; and  

3. c)  to be sensitive to the regional implications of our policy choices.  

There is no panacea or “quick fix”. Successive Australian governments have employed tough measures 
aimed at deterring the irregular movement of people, including mandatory detention, maritime interception, 
pushbacks and offshore processing. Such measures have become increasingly secretive and militarised. 
Stopping individuals from seeking protection is not a plausible underlying strategic principle. A long-term 
refugee and asylum policy and regional framework is only achievable if viewed alongside other aspects of our 
migration and foreign policy. 

The acute phase of maritime arrivals is over and the major parties have indicated their objective is to maintain 
this state of affairs. We have an opportunity to reset Australia’s asylum seeker policy for the long- term. This 
report explores a number of complementary steps that can facilitate this. Ten recommendations that 
addressing the immediate needs of asylum seekers and establish a platform for a long-term framework are 
advanced. 

Developing policies in this field is influenced by factors beyond the control of any country acting alone. We 
need political engagement at the international, regional and national levels, cognisant of the global reality of 
forced migration. Political parties should support a new conversation with Australia, but not seek to profit from 
it electorally. Cross-party consensus will be a necessary condition for a sustainable long-term policy”. 

List of Recommendations 

Recommendation 1: Increase the annual humanitarian intake to a minimum of 25,000, or no less than 15% of 
the annual migration intake. 

Recommendation 2: Create orderly departure arrangements to allow particular cohorts of asylum seekers to 
leave their countries in a safe manner. 

Recommendation 3: Ensure processing is fair, transparent and effective, wherever it takes place. 

Recommendation 4: Accelerate processing for specific cohorts from source countries where there is an 
objective protection need. 

Recommendation 5: Ensure refugees in offshore processing centres have access to durable solutions. 
Recommendation 6: End mandatory detention, except for initial health, security and identity screening. 

Recommendation 7: Immediately improve conditions for those in Australia awaiting resolution of status, 
including appropriate work rights. 
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Recommendation 8: Develop and fund a regional Track II dialogue. Recommendation 9: Develop a 
sustainable regional framework. 

Recommendation 10: Foster a new national conversation about asylum seekers that engages all parts of the 
community. 

The Roundtable report was launched at Parliament house in Canberra in mid-November 2014 by Senior 
Australian of the year, Hon Fred Chaney AO who had been a key participant in the roundtable. Senior 
advisers in each of the political parties were briefed on the contents of the report before its release and the 
release of the report received reasonable media coverage in both print and electronic media. Australia21 is 
working closely with the Centre for Policy Development and the Kaldor Centre to follow up the 
recommendations, especially with respect to the development of new dialogues on asylum seeker policy both 
in Australia and regionally. 

What is, and who defends  “The Australian Public Interest?”  
 
Below is a teaser that has been used to recruit essayists for a volume  that could hel;p to open up national 
discussion on “The Public Interest”.  It is a work in progress. Essays are being assembled as this is being 
written and we hope to publish the volume in late February 2015.  
 
What is the public interest? How does it differ from private interests? Who decides? Where is the fulcrum of 
public policy? These are questions, which many people are asking in a society that has been increasingly 
captured by changing values and a culture of materialism and self-interest.  
 
For the purposes of this discussion we define the public interest as the ”long-term welfare and well-being of 
the general population”. 
 
The democratic political process has, in the past, when political parties were vigorous and clear about their 
values, ensured a focus on the public interest.  But in addition to the decline of political parties there has also 
been a decline in the role of religion in Australian society and a shift in the culture towards materialism and 
self interest that has been reinforced by the current neoliberal economic model, that is firmly established as 
the driving force for Australian social and political development.   
 
Some would say that there is a close correlation between the public interest and equality of opportunity. In 
Australia, and around the world, there are growing concerns that, as the distribution of wealth becomes 
increasingly uneven, equality of opportunity is in danger of being seriously impaired.  Certainly, the growing 
accumulation of wealth in less and less hands makes it possible for special interests to control the media and 
to exert undue pressure on political decision-makers. Modern multinational corporations and their CEOs have 
growing influence in the public sphere.  Their activities are directed primarily, not at the public interest but the 
interests of their shareholders. 
 
In a 2010 book entitled "Blessed are the organised" Jeffrey Stout reviews the changing power situation in the 
United States and efforts by broad-based coalitions of unions, faith groups and community agencies to re-
establish the power of grassroots democracy. The writer concludes that community organising offers a route 
to some restoration of public interest using the model developed by Saul Alinsky in the early part of the 20th 
century. Barack Obama worked on principles developed by Alinsky in his three years as a community 
organiser in Chicago and Hillary Clinton wrote her honours thesis on Alinsky who, Stout reports, offered her a 
job which she declined, going on to study law instead. 
 
Grassroots democracy is about face-to-face and neighbourhood meetings, the definition of broad issues and 
concerns and the development of new power structures that can hold public policymakers accountable to 
those on whom the impact of their decisions will fall. Stout in his book, examines the operation of grassroots 
democratic methods in various parts of the United States and argues that in the modern nation state the 
public interest is under siege from multiple special interests and that without intensive organisational efforts 
that build from a real understanding of the concerns, needs and aspirations of the community, the public 
interest will continue to be trampled on. 
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Australia21 is a not for profit research company that is not affiliated with any political party or interest group. It 
brings ideas and leading thinkers together from all sectors of the Australian community to explore the 
evidence and develop new framework for understanding and dealing with some of the major challenges 
facing the nation. In recent discussions its multidisciplinary board, has identified the issue of the public 
interest and its defence as an issue worthy of research and discussion. 
 
We have agreed that a starting point for this work should be an essay volume to which we are inviting a 
broad cross-section of thinkers, researchers and policymakers to contribute their thoughts. 
 Australia is currently experiencing a period of significant  political change. Both of the major political parties 
are firmly committed to promoting economic growth and the health and vibrancy of the corporate sector and 
both seem more interested in re-election than in articulation of  values and principles that will address the 
long term welfare and wellbeing of the Australian population . 
 
The invitation to contribute to this volume of essays is being sent to leading thinkers and researchers across 
the social and political spectrum. We do not have a particular outcome in mind but would like to use the 
essay volume to pave the way for a High Level Roundtable in 2015 to consider the question “Who is 
defending the public interest in Australia at present and how can it best be protected?”  
 

Financing Australia21  
 
In 2001, I returned from Canada believing naïvely that we would be able. like the Canadians to obtain funding 
for the new organisation from the Australian corporate sector. I had expected that banks, accounting firms, 
and a large businesses would be interested and willing to commit charitable dollars to projects that thought 
creatively about the future.  
 
Perhaps we have simply lacked the marketing skills, but a number of us on the board have worked tirelessly 
to make this happen with precious little result.  
 
Our Canadian colleagues receive some funding from their federal government. This is in the form of an untied 
grant. We have made a number of efforts to interest the federal government here in such a commitment but 
without success.  
 
We have had more success with state governments on project funding. And there have been two examples 
where federal government agencies have been persuaded to commit to specific causes on international 
childhood mortality and ecosystem services.  
 
We received substantial support from the Queensland and Victorian governments for the work our team and 
took on energy options. The downside of that was that we were unable to make use of the conclusions at 
teams reached as we were contracted to serve the needs of the governments, which were not particularly 
keen to share our conclusions publicly. 
 
So apart from our valuable and warm relationship with PricewaterhouseCoopers we have generally been 
dependent on universities, charitable foundations, family trusts, and personal donations as well as crowd 
funding to maintain an annual budget that has varied in recent years from as little as 1$80,000 to as much as 
$200,000. In most cases these funds are project based.  
 
We have also been extremely fortunate to work closely with a number of universities including the University 
of Queensland, the Queensland University of Technology, Griffith University, University of Sydney, University 
of New South Wales, Australia National University, University of Melbourne, University of Adelaide, University 
of Western Australia and the Charles Darwin University in Darwin. For use of facilities and pro bono 
contibutions of skills and academic time.   
 
We have also benefited enormously from an annual grant from the University of Melbourne which has helped 
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us to maintain the infrastructure of the organisation. 

Challenges ahead 
 
14 years of experience with the Australian21 model leaves me satisfied that it is a model that works and one 
that can change frameworks for understanding and thinking about wicked problems.  
 
And the wicked problems that confront humanity in general and Australia in particular are mounting.  
If some of the reports we prepared 14 years ago seemed desperate for action, my perception is that the 
situation is considerably worse especially with respect to sustainability, climate change, inequality and 
consumption madness than it was at the turn-of-the-century. 
 
The thing that has always excited me about our organisation has been the quality, diversity, richness and 
commitment of the people that have made up the board and participated in our Roundtables. That continues 
to be to case.  
 
I think that a major weakness of the organisation has been our inability to commit people and resources to 
active outreach and marketing of our products.  
 
In recent years, I think we have done better at achieving visibility and respect for the quality of our work. But 
we have not seen nearly enough of our good work translated into policy. That more than anything, as I 
perceive it, is the challenge ahead. 
 
That requires “friend-raising” on a major scale, and a commitment to some form of marketing and advocacy. 

 
 
 
 


